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Model 1500 . . . for the Hobbyist . 

Now ... you can be on the air, and operate a two-way radio, without a 

license. The new International Model 1500 Executive transceiver is certified 
to meet all FCC Part 15 requirements for short range radio communication 
within the 27 me frequency range. 

Designed and engineered for phone and cw (code), you can talk 1 to 10 

miles with other Part 15 stations depending on the height of the antenna. 
You are also permitted to work skip signals 1,000 miles or more with other 
Part 15 stations when a band opening occurs. 

The Model 1500 Executive puts the maximum RF power into the antenna 
by combining the transmitter and antenna for rooftop mounting, thus 
eliminating loss through a transmission line. 

A second unit houses a supersensitive receiver and exciter for better 
reception. Other features include a special crystal filter for reducing inter- 
ference from adjacent channel Class D two-way radios. 
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. No License Required! 
Certified for FCC Part 15 
communication 

100 milliwatts input / 60 
inch antenna 

27 me frequency range 

Operates on phone and cw 

Eight channels . . all 
crystal controlled 

115 vac operation 

Quality components and 
construction 

The Model 1500 is a complete package, ready to go on the 
air. The package includes: O receiver/exciter complete with 
8 sets of crystals, 0 transmitter/antenna assembly, 0 an- 
tenna mount, 0 5 foot mast, 0 100 feet of control cable, 0 microphone, 0 key for (cw). 

Model 1500 Transceiver complete $299.50* 

See this exciting new transceiver at your International 
dealer. You can be on the air tomorrow with International's 
Model 1500. 

*other models from $80.00 

Write for International's complete cata- 
log of radio crystals and equipment. 

0 
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The new RCA MARK VIII 

27 -Mc 2 -WAY RADIO 

More Features Improved Performance AT A LOW 
Here is THE outstanding bargain today in a 2 -way Citizens' Band 
radio: THE NEW RCA MARK VIII. Compact, dependable, simple 
to operate, it outperforms and offers more features than even 
the famous RCA Mark VII. 
Look what this remarkable new unit offers you: 

9 crystal -controlled transmit and receive channels 
Tunable receiver for reception of 23 C -B channels; dial marked 
in both channel numbers and frequency 
Exceptionally good voice reproduction-high intelligibility 
Maximum allowable transmitter input of 5 watts.-nominal 
output of 3 watts or more 
Highly selective superheterodyne receiver with one rf and two 
if amplifier stages 
Operates from standard 117 -volt AC; separate DC power supply 
(optional) for mobile installations (you don't pay for unneces- 
sary power supplies) 
Electronic switching-no relay noise or chatter 
Illuminated "working channel" feature 
Light and compact-only 3% inches high, weighs only 8 pounds 
with mike; fits easily under the dashboard of even a compact car 
Improved Automatic Noise Limiter to reduce effects of ignition 
and similar interference 

plus many more features to increase its usefulness and efficiency. 

ER PRICE 
The new low Mark VIII price $14950e* 

puts 2 -way radio convenience within reach of everyone 

GET THE FULL STORY; FILL OUT AND SEND IN THE COUPON BELOW 

RCA Electron Tube Division, Commercial Engineering, Dept.8-l32-R 
415 South Fifth Street, Harrison, New Jer::ey 

Please! Rush more information on the new RCA Mark VIII 2 -way 
Citizens' Band Radio. 

Name 

Address 

City Zones State 

Maximum plate input power to fiel radio -Frequency 
amplifier stages as defined by FCC regulations "Optional list price 

The Most Trusted Name in Electronics 

Special club subscription rates for 59 February 1963 59 3 
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READER MAIL 
MORE GOODIES 
Editor, 

I understand that you have made color re- 
prints of the attractive wall CB identification 
certificate shown on page 37 of the October, 
1962 issue of S9. How much are these, and 
are they available in bulk? 

Allen Swiciwski, KBG3008 
Irvington, N. J. 

Word sure gets around in the S9 crowd- 
we gave them out at the International Com- 
munications Fair and ever since then we've 
been swamped with requests from all over 
the country. Anyway, they're FREE as a 
reader service of S9-all you do is send us a 
stamped, self-addressed envelope (make it at 
least 7 by 10 inches if you don't want your 
certificate folded). Address your request to 
"Wall Certificate," % S9 Magazine, 300 West 
43rd St., New York 36, N. Y. One to a cus- 
tomer, although clubs may request bulk 
amounts if an officer writes on the club let- 
terhead. 

,, 

,: 

;, 
: 

CITIZENS BAND 
RADIO STATION 

2W4586 
... it/me citizens band journal ..>....... . ,,...r!.>..u. 

If you throw in a paltry 25¢ per certificate, 
we will have your call sign boldly imprinted 
in large block letters on your certificate(s). 
Order as many as you like, but don't forget 
to send 25¢ for each one. 

NERVOUS WITH THE SERVICE 

Editor, 
Our local CB shop has a news release on 

the wall announcing the new FCC rules go- 
ing into effect. I realize that another publi- 
cation sent out this release, but perhaps you 
can give me some advice regarding the in- 
formation contained in the release. 

Frankly, 1 was all set to purchase some 
CB equipment for use in my business, but 
when I read that notice with the new rules 
I don't know whether or not now is the right 
time. What's the story? Should I bide my 
time? I have spoken to many other people 
who decided to hold off after reading that 
release. 

Bob Cohen 
Chicago, Ill. 

As explained in our editorial (see Page 7 
of this issue), there is no need at this point 
to press the panic button. Despite the fact 
that many people have decided to hold up 
on buying as a result of reading the news 
release which you mention, it is the opinion 
of us here at S9 that if you've got a reasonable 
need for Class D equipment, you should have 
no fear of any FCC rule changes, whatever 
they may be. By the way, you made a com- 
mon misinterpretation when reading that 
news release-you (and many others) said in 
your letter "new FCC rules going into effect." 
The "rules" are not "rules" at all right now, 
they are but proposed rules which must be 
decided upon and discussed before they can 
be passed into law, modified, or even 
dropped. 

Our suggestion is to buy the equipment 
and ignore the folks from the panic button 
factories. 

NOTE FROM THE NORTH 
Editor, 

My problem is this; when I am copying a 
club member who is about 50 miles from my 
base station, the "skip" rides him out. How 
can I cut out the "skip" but still stay tuned 
to my local contact? 

Incidentally, you've got a dandy magazine 
and all of us buy every issue. 

W. Rex Stirling, XM66053 
Newfoundland CB Club 
St. John's, Nfld., Canada 

I'm afraid that you'd have to punch a few 
holes in the ionosphere to kill the skip. The 
only suggestion we could make would be to 
get an antenna with a low angle of radiation 
(co -axial sleeve, or ground plane with an iso- 
lating skirt). Bear in mind that at 50 miles, 
you're in a "fringe area" and even without 
the skip, it's a long haul. 

4 S9 February 1963 Watch for next month's big issue 
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antenna 
specialists brand 

TWO FOR NEW M-103 THE MONEY 
ONE FOR combination CB -AM 

THE SHOW! antenna 

Available separately as the M-104. 
Couples with our M-49, MR -49, ar 
any ungrounded CB antenna requiring 
no more than 5' of cable. 

Stripes of Quality" 

Now, by combining superior communications 
experience and finest quality materials, Antenna 
Specialists brings you a truly functional CB -AM 
antenna ... one that will dependably serve both 
citizens band and AM reception with optimum 
performance. 

Beautiful, clean lines and heavily chromed, the 
M-103 is inconspicuous yet has that professional 
air about it. 

Carefully peaked to top citizens band perform. 
ance-operates superbly for AM reception too! 

No buttons or switches. It's all done with An- 
tenna Specialists' new automatic dividing har- 
ness. Operates by merely turning on the CB rig, 
the car radio, or both at the same time. 

The center -loaded, cowl mount M-103 fits in the 
7/8" to 13/I6" hole of the car radio antenna. 
Operating position 46"-telescopes to 31". 

Automatic Dividing Harness 
Fits under dashboard out of sight .. . 

hree simple connections to make. l' 
low foss cable to the AM set; a 2' cable 
to the CB rig; a 5' cable to the antenna. 

TO TEAM UP WITH THE M-103 

MAGNUM 27 CB base antenna/ 
(27 Mc.) 

Winds hate it-you'll love it-so will your neighbors 
100 mph winds give up on this rugged, end -fed 1/2 wavelength antenna. 
Yet it's slim and sleek in aluminum and steel . . . so very inconspic- 
uous 6 db. operating GAIN! Easy to install on masting or side 
mount! Inexpensive too! 

your CB dealer has them in stock now, or write to 

the antenna specialists co. 
12435 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland 6, Ohio 

Export Div., 15 Moore St., New York 4, N.Y. 

Special club subscription rates for 59 February 1963 59 5 
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Checklist for buying a full -power 
CB 2 -way radio 

look for these features: 
TRANSMITTER POWER - For longest u transmission range possible, choose a 5 

watt unit, the maximum authorized power input 
for Class D CB radios. 

ESENSITIVITY-A greater sensitivity rat- 
ing indicates a better ability to reproduce 

weak signals. Look for a sensitivity rating below 
1 microvolt to capture signals transmitted many 
miles away. 

I 

SELECTIVITY -A radio's ability to re- 
ject interference from channels not tuned 

in, is largely determined by the type of circuit 
used: superregenerative, superheterodyne or 
dual -conversion superheterodyne. The latter 
circuit, the dual -conversion superheterodyne, 
is acknowledged by experts to be the best 
circuitry for clearest reception. Says Len 

Buckwalter, noted communications author, in 

Electronics Illustrated May 1962. "... Look for 
the dual -conversion feature if you wish to get 
top receiver performance." 

ri CRYSTAL -CONTROLLED CHANNELS 
-Fixed crystal controls assure accurate, 

fast communications contact. They enable users 
to switch quickly from one channel to another 
to contact different persons, to find a channel 
that isn't busy. It is best to choose a CB unit 
with multiple crystal -controlled channels for an 
efficient, flexible 2 -way radio system. 

fI 

POWER SUPPLY-A power supply 
` should be an integrated part of a CB 
radio. Since full -power CB radios are most 

often used in vehicles and base stations, a CB 
radio's power supply should be able to oper- 
ate from both a 12 -volt auto battery and 110 - 

volt AC line. jl AUTOMATIC SQUELCH - This auto - 
I I matically eliminates annoying background 
noise when a CB radio is on standby' (not 
transmitting and ready to receive any radio 
calls). Thus, hisses, crackles and other noises 

can't distract workers, drivers, etc. 

J 

fi AUTOMATIC NOISE LIMITER - An 

effective automatic noise limiter is neces- 

sary especially in heavily populated areas, to 
shut out extraneous interferences such as igni- 
tion noise. Makes messages more intelligible. 

RELIABILITY-CB radios must withstand 
vibration and shock which occurs during 

mobile use. Solid-state components-transistors 
and diodes-are less susceptible to damage 
than fragile tubes. 

nII 

PORTABILITY - Some full -power CB 

radios may be used in the field as port- 
able units when equipped with a portable case - 

battery accessory. These units are generally 
lightweight, compactly designed and offer 
greater operating flexibility. 

CINSTALLATION-Compact CB radios 
with simple mounting provisions don't 

steal leg room in vehicles, lower installation 
and maintenance costs. 

Cadre Industries has two 5 -watt models that rate high in every category. 
Each is supplied with a press -to -talk microphone, setlof matched channel 

crystals, universal mounting bracket and AC & DC cords. 

l I r;' 

I 
UM' ytPss.r 

t 

0IIIIIIIIIIII1> O O 

Cadre '510' Cadre '515 
All -Transistor, 5 -Watt, 5 -Channel, All -Transistor, 5 -Watt, 

plus all -channel manual Tuner, $199.95 5 -Channel, $187.50 

401 

See your Cadre distributor for a demonstration, or for more details, write: CAS lR E INDUSTRIES CORP. O COMMERCIAL PRODUCTS DIVISION a ENDICOTT, NEW YORK O AREA CODE 607, 748-3373 

Canada: Tri.Tel Assoc., Ltd.. BI Sheppard Ave. West, WIllowdale, Ont. Export: Morhan Exporting Corp.. 485 Broadway, New York 13, N. Y. 

6 59 February 1963 Always say you saw it in 59 
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editorial 

EI3c4z3øa 
rides aain: 

As we go to press with this issue there 
is still a generalized panic among the CB 
populous regarding the pending FCC 
rule changes which relate to CB'ers. In- 
siders at the FCC tell us privately that, 
"we warned them time and time again 
and they brought it on themselves." Some 
manufacturers are also very unhappy 
about the prospect of the rule changes, 
while others seem to feel that their gear 
will fare the storm no matter what pos- 
sible "evil" tides may befall. 

Meanwhile, down at the Commission, 
there has been an avalanche of mail from 
both individual CB'ers and CB clubs to 
protest the impending action to restrict 
and tighten use of CB frequencies. A 
number of requests for extensions of the 
closing date for comments have also been 
sent in by parties who wish to study the 
situation before filing actual comments 
with suggestions. 

Our feeling is that there is certainly no 
need, at this time, to press the panic but- 
ton. The Commission will take into ac- 
count all of the comments which have 
been filed regarding Docket 14843 before 
coming to any final decisions. Our guess 
is that the finally approved version will 
not contain all of the things which were 
first outlined when the Commission an- 
nounced the proposed changes to Part 19. 
Surely, the rules will be tightened up to 
some extent-at least to the extent the 
Commission will consider to be in the best 
interests of the public. 

by TOM KNEITEL 
EDITOR, S9 

300 WEST 43rd STREET 

NEW YORK 36, N. Y. 

We hope that when the Commissioners 
are making their decisions they will keep 
in mind that Citizens Band operators, 
even with their alleged shortcomings, are 
the first people on the scene at a disaster 
or to help with search and rescue opera- 
tions. CB has inspired many people to be- 
come interested in electronics, it has con- 
sequently brought many persons into the 
Ham radio ranks who might otherwise 
never have gotten there-and these people 
are now among the members of our 
RACES, MARS and Civil Defense com- 
munications programs. 

In many areas of our nation, CB has 
brought a common interest and meeting 
ground to communities and enabled them 
to provide invaluable monitoring services 
for CB -equipped tourists seeking assist- 
ance. 

While it is true that there are abuses 
of CB regulations, the Commission must 
realize that proper and adequate enforce- 
ment of existing CB regulations, coupled 
with a vigorous public education program 
relating to the existing regulations, would 
no doubt eliminate most of the problems 
which seem to have brought on the pres- 
ent events in Washington. We believe that 
an ounce of prevention is worth many 
times more than a Docket of cure-and 
many readers have written to S9 to ask, 
"who will enforce any additional regula- 
tions on CB operators?" It's a good ques- 
tion. 

Continued on page 59 

THIS MONTH'S BRAINWASHING: Subscribe! February 1963 59 7 
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LAFAYETTE CB 
1 . 

. -_ s 

HE-29B 

HE -15 

LAFAYETTE 10 -TRANSISTOR 

PORTABLE CITIZENS BAND 

"'NAME TALKIE" 

33.95 ea 2 -for -62.90 

50% More Powerful - 
Receives and Transmits 
Up to 2 Miles 

Extra RF Stage 
10 Transistors plus 1 Diode 
No Licenses, Tests or Age Limits 
(As per FCC Regulation 15) 
With Carrying Case, Earphone, 
Antenna, Batteries, Crystals 

LAFAYETTE HE -15B 

CITIZENS BAND 

TRANSCEIVER 

Officially Approved 
for Use in 

CANADA 
Type Approval 
No. 169361034 

54.50 

3 Crystal -Controlled Transmitting Positions 
Tunable Superhet Receiver Over All 23 Channels 
Effective Full -Wave Variable Noise Limiter 
Front Panel RF Jack 12 Tube Performance 
With Transmitting Crystal for Channel 9 

SYOSSET, N. Y. 

JAMAICA, N. Y. 

LAFAYETTE HE -20C CITIZENS 

BAND TRANSCEIVER 
mom. 

Officially Approved 
for Use in 

CANADA 
Type Approval 
No. 169361029 

8 Crystal Controlled Transmit 
Positions plus 8 Crystal 
Controlled Receive Positions 
14 Tube Performance 
Tuneable over all 23 Channels 
Built-in Power Supply for 110V AC or 12V DC 

Complete with Matched Crystals for Channel 9 

HE -20C 

LAFAYETTE 4 -TRANSISTOR 

CITIZENS BAND 

"WALKIE TALKIE" 

19.95 ea 

2 for 38.95 

Sensitive Superheterodyne Circuit 
Crystal -Controlled Receive 
and Transmit 
Push -to -Talk Switch 
No License Required When Used 

Under Art. 15 FCC Regulations. 
HE -66 

LAFAYETTE iL © ELECTRONICS 
NEW YORK, N. Y. 

BRONX, N. Y. 

SCARSDALE, N. Y. 

PLAINFIELD, N. J. 

PARAMUS, N. J. 

NEWARK, N. J. 

BOSTON, MASS. 

NATiCK, MASS. 

LAFAYETTE RADIO ELECTRONICS DEPT. S9B-3 
MAIL THE 1 P 0. Box 10, Syosset, L. I., N. Y. 

COUPON FOR I - 

YOUR FREE 

1963 LAFAYETTE' Name___ 
CATALOG 

Address 

City 

enclosed for Stock No. 

shipping charges collect. 

ri Send me the 
Free 1963 388 - 

Page Lafayette 
Catalog 

Zone _-State J 

8 S9 February 1963 Tell your friends about 59 
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Your antenna feedline is perhaps the weak- 
est link in a Citizens Band station. The cable 
contributes nothing except losses in signal 
strength; perhaps this is why it is so fre- 
quently overlooked. Bad "coax" (coaxial ca- 
bling) can easily remove over 70% of your 
power! It matters little how expensive your 
antenna is, or how superb your transceiver 
performs, if the chain connecting the two 
is poor. But before we go plunging into the 
causes and cures, it might be well to investi- 
gate exactly why we use this material. 

WHAT'S SO GOOD ABOUT COAX? 
With most present-day CB antenna sys- 

tems, two conductors are necessary to ade- 
quately connect the transmitter to the roof 
top ground plane. Almost all CB transceivers 
and antennas require a 52 ohm input. What 
does this mean? Simply this: the two -con- 
ductor cable you use as your feedline should 
measure approximately 52 ohms across the 
two wires under close ohmeter inspection. 
The RG8/U and RG58/U varieties of coaxial 
cable meet this prerequisite perfectly. Hence, 
a nearly perfect match between your trans- 
mitter and your antenna. Results: maximum 
possible signal output. 

WHY NOT USE LINE CORD? 
Don't laugh-if it wasn't for the radio fre- 

ALL 
ABOUT 

COAX 
THE COMPLETE STORY 

FROM RG8 TO RG58C/U 

by WILLIAM HAYMON, KBG5891 

quency (RF) nature of a transmitter's out- 
put, it would certainly be feasible. Unfortu- 
nately, however, RF, unlike household AC 
current, doesn't want to contain itself to just 
one wire. If you could actually "see" RF, it 
would look something like a light bulb fila- 
ment. It actually glows, or radiates. We must 
use some type of feedline that not only meets 
the 52 ohm requirements, but will also "con- 
tain" that RF. Again, coax is the answer. 

Polyethylene 

Black Vinyl Jacket 

Braid Shielding (Ground) 

Inner 

Conductor (Hot) 

Cutaway view of a piece of RG8A/U coaxial cable. 
Thickness of the inner conductor, width of the poly- 
ethylene insulator, and vinyl jacket material all affect 
the life and efficiency of the feedline. 

Only one of the wires in a feedline system 
is actually "hot." This is the one that carries 
the juice from your transmitter to the an- 
tenna. As you can see in the drawing, the 
"hot" wire is the very center of a piece of 
coaxial cable. Then, separated by a layer of 
polyethylene, it is surrounded by a braided 
piece of shielding wire. The at -the -rig end of 
the cable is fitted through a connector so that 
the shielding piece is grounded. This then 
keeps all the inner conductor's RF from 
escaping all the way up the line. This shield - 

The BIG Switch Is To S9 February 1963 S9 9 
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ing idea has worked out so well, that one 
could actually hold the cable from a 50,000 
watt transmitter to the antenna and never 
feel a thing. If it weren't for that shielded 
braid inside the cable, you'd be a dead duck 
with burnt wings. 

If, on the other hand, stations did use AC 
line cord as a feedline, the RF losses would 
be so great that only about 14% of the trans- 
mitted power would ever reach the antenna. 
Not to mention the poor line cord, growing 
hotter every second from the strain. The ever- 
present escaping "glow" in that AC cord 
would liken it to a filament in an electric 
room heater. Only a heater with rubber in- 
sulation inside-Phew! 

CURVACIOUS NATURE OF COAX 
Flexibility of coaxial cable can be a prob- 

lem at times. Sometimes it seems as if the 
stuff has a mind of its own ... like a rubber 
lawn sprinkler hose that's been left out in 
the sun too long. Naturally, the larger the 
physical diameter of cable, the more inflex- 
ible it becomes. This problem, though, is 
greatly offset by the numerous advantages 
of using the material. We'll go into that later. 

HOW IS COAX LIKE A WOMAN? 
It cracks with age. Beware of old cable. 

I've seen coax in such bad shape that just 
bending it slightly made it crumble in my 
fingers. Hooking it up to my transceiver re- 
sulted in a power loss (between the rig and 
antenna) of 99%. That stuff was worse than 
AC line cord. 

WHY IS COAX LIKE A BIRD? 
It migrates in the Winter. And, as a matter 

of fact, all year 'round. That vinyl jacket 
material we were talking about earlier con- 
tains a plasticizer to obtain a means of flexi- 
bility. Unfortunately, however, this plasti- 
cizer. has a tendency to migrate from the 
jacket to the inner dielectric. Once this hap- 
pens, it hardens and cracks the dielectric 
material. And, to make matters worse, this 
is a continuing process from the day of manu- 
facture. Obviously, then, World War II vin- 
tage cable is utterly worthless and should 
be condemned as just pure junk. 

Every db ( decibel) of added power you 
can get into that antenna means more signal 
at the other end. Mobile -wise, this signal can 
make the difference between a solid contact 
and none at all. If you can change your feed - 
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Short Life Coax Cables for CB 

26.965mc 27.065mc 27.255mc 

Long Life Coax Cables for CB 

26.965mc 27.065mc 27255mc 

RG58/U 
RG58A/U 

RG8/U 

RG58B/U 
RG58C/ U 

RG8A/U 

Charts are based on 100 foot lengths of coaxial cable. 

Note: "Db Loss" expressed above refers to the amount 
of signal absorbed by the feedline. Each "Db" equals 
one -sixth of an "S" unit. Three Db's equal a half an 
"S" unit. 

line to something that will give you 2 db less 
loss, you've got 2 db more signal! Savvy? 

SEPARATING MEN FROM BOYS 

Let's divide our coax at this point into two 
categories: Type I and Type II. Type I cable 
with the traveling plasticizer as described 
above has a useful life of perhaps 2% years. 
And that's really giving it the benefit of the 
doubt. If your antenna is outdoors and ex- 
posed to weather, you can expect one good 
year out of it if it was purchased new. This 
group is definetely not recommended for CB 
use. 

Type I Coax 

RG8/U 
RG58/U 
RG58A/U 

If your feedline type falls in this category, 
replace it. You can check its condition by use 
of an SWR meter, or simply by testing its 
flexibility. If it starts to crack, you've had it. 

MALE SURVIVORS 
Type II cable is of non -migrating variety 

and are good for ten to fifteen years of use 
(even abuse) . This feedline costs a bit more, 
but is worth every cent. Not only that, but 

Continued on page 60 
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ritri kr,-se.. 

NOW 
HEAR THIS: 

L 
SQUELCH 

t 
FINE TUNING 

brownin 
ele" MODEL M-523 

CHANNEL SELECTOR 

VOLUME ON.OFF 

ON THE AIR 

. . Browning Brings You 23 -Channel 
Operation In A Mobile CB Unit. 
Now, you can own a mighty mobile rig that lets you operate on any 
of 23 channels at the flick of a channel selector switch. 

Model M-523 is designed and manufactured by Browning to give 
you big base station performance in a mobile unit. Ideal for car, boat, 
or other vehicles, Model M-523 has a transistorized DC power supply 
that can be mounted in any location, plus many other Browning features. 

This compact powerhouse (8" x 3" x 9" deep) is easy to mount and 
leaves plenty of leg room. Contact your local authorized service center 
or write for information. Also available is Browning Model M-506, mobile 
transceiver for 6 -channel operation. 

OVERALL FEATURES 
Small size (8" x 3" x 9" deep) 
makes for easy mounting and 
more knee room. 
Rear lighted channel indicator. 
Transmit and receive channel 
selected simultaneously with 
flick of channel selector switch. 

Modern styling matches interior 
of all cors and boats. 
Price includes 12 -volt power 
supply, speaker and micro- 
phone. 
Transistorized DC power sup- 

ply providing high efficiency 
and reduced maintenance can 
be mounted in any location. 

TRANSMITTER 
SPECIFICATIONS 

Plate power input:5 watts. 
Power output to antenna- 3.5 
watts. 
Modulation - 100%, peak 
limited, plate modulation. 
Harmonic suppression: Better 
than 50 db down through use 

of TVI Trap. 
Frequency stability: .005% per 
FCC specifications. 

Browning Service Center Franchises Available- 
Mail Coupon -_ 

Send for new 16 -page Browning 
CB Catalog. For free copy, write 
Dept. S9 100 Union Avenue, 
Laconia, New Hampshire. 

brownin 
BROWNING LABORATORIES, INC. 

RECEIVER SPECIFICATIONS 
Sensitivity: 0.4 UV for 10 db 
signal to noise ratio. 
Selectivity:5 KC @ 6 db;adja- 
cent channel 60 db down. 
Frequency stability: .005%. 

ACCESSORIES 
AC power supply - Model AC - 
115. 
5 -Meter with illuminated dial - Model DB -40. 
Rear deck speaker kit - Model 
5K-1. 

Browning Labs, Inc. 
100 Union Ave., Laconia, N. H. 

Please send me full information about operating 
a Franchised Browning Service Center. 

Name 
Address 
Call Letters 
City State 
Other lines handled 

Write to our advertisers for special product news February 1963 S9 11 
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THE 

"GALLOPING Ga0 
01' CER FALLS" 

A CB LEGEND 
by BOB BROWN, KBG8417 

Ull/I 
Cedar Falls used to be nothing more than 

an average sleeply midwestern town inhab- 
ited by a closely -knit clan of industrious gen- 
try who labored all week just so they could 
look forward to a little fishin' down at Jonah's 
Pond, or perhaps a bit of laughin' and 
scratchin' around the cracker barrel on Satur- 
day night while the missus was at the sewing 
club. Yes, Cedar Falls was indeed a quiet 
town, but like all small communities it did 
have its livelier moments. One of these "mo- 
ments" makes for the topic of this tale. 

All was quiet on the western front, but on 
the north side of town strange things were 
happening. An average domicile belonging 
to one Johnathan Payant, a peculiar individ- 
ual to say the least, was suddenly sprouting 
ghastly tentacles from its beshingled roof, 

12 S9 February 1963 

Illustrations by Dante Barbetta 

reaching ever upward towards the eternal 
ethereal environs. Yes, KHB6666 was hard 
at work. But perhaps we should delve for a 
moment into the making of this man, for 
after all, if we are to comprehend the mys- 
terious phenomena of that never -to -be -for- 
gotten moment in Cedar Falls annals, one 
should first try to understand the phenomenal 
personality of KHB6666 himself. 

Johnathan was certainly a well -versed per- 
son, and always seemed to have the answer 
for any question that be fired his way. More 
personally, however, he kept all too much 
to himself and was certainly not of the 
cracker-barrel ilk. No, Payant didn't quite fit 
into Cedar Falls' social circles, although he 
was certainly respected for whatever it was 
he was. 

Watch for next month's big issue 
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Seemed like he was always experimenting 
with something or other; like the time he 
developed the town's first 4 -barreled, double 
carburetor, three wheeled Zibimicka and 
piloted it laboriously to City Hall. No one 
was ever able to figure out just what it was 
supposed to do, but it looked darned impres- 
sive. Only trouble was that it seemed to in- 
furiate local animal life and the Cedar Falls 
Stampede will be remembered for many a 
year. Lately, however, Johnathan has at- 
tracted the label of "that radio nut down 
the street," obviously stated in some meager 
attempt at classifying Payant's latest con- 
trivances. But we know ... don't we? Yes, 
he was a CB'er, with a brand-spankin' new 
license and raring to go. But Johnathan 
wasn't about to reveal to the world until he 
was ready "his most certain madness." 

"My God!" sayeth neighbor Brown over 
the back fence to old man Cline. "Jes look 
et all that plumbing on yonder shingles. 
Wonder what he's 'ventin this time?" 

"I 'spect maybe it's one 'o them new- 
fangled lightnin' rods like Uncle Elmo had 
on his barn afore the storm," replied tobacco- 
chewin' Cline, who was never too bright in 
the first place. 

"I dunno, Ralph. Damndest thing I ever 
saw. Say what ever happened to Elmo's barn, 
anyway?" 

"Burned down," quacked Cline, who was 
never too bright in the second place either. 

"Come to think 'o it, Bill Nimbletrees down 
at the Post Office were a-tellin' me of some 
new megzine that Payant's been 'scribin to. 
Called Ess-Nine, or sumpin. Bill's gon -ter 
check it on that Communist literature banned 
list t'morree. A guy's gotta check, ya know. 
Brown, sort of letting loose with a deep- 
rooted fear of that man down the street. 

"What you say we amble down an" 'vesti- 
gate the sitcheeatshun, Charlie?" queried 
Cline with undoubtedly his most worthy con- 
tribution of the day. 

o a a a e 

SCENE: KHB6666 laboriously putting the 
finishing touches on his pride and joy an- 
tenna. 
ENTER: Brown and Cline. 

"Afternoon Mr. Brown and (ahem) friend," 
greeted Johnathan Payant in a somehow 
knowing tone of voice from the rafters. "To 
what do I owe the esteemed pleasure of this 
visit?" 

"Oh, 'jes passin' the time 'o day," they re- 
plied, being careful not to look too frequently 
skyward else they be branded too curious or 
just too damned stupid. 

"Sure a nice day, isn't it?" KHB6666 re- 
marked in an all too typical voice to the utter 
dismay of his beleaguered guests, who were at 
this point just dying to get a clue as to what 
on earth was gracing the eaves .. . 

Well sir, they couldn't contain themselves 
any longer. A quick glance at each other to 
confirm their anxieties, and the pair were all 
set to pounce upon their victim. Both seemed 
tb agree that Charlie Brown was patriotic 
enough to lead in the initial attack .. . 

"Folks have sorta been wonderin', Johna- 
than, 'jes what you plan on doin' with all that 
allyewmineeum plumbing up there," Brown 
queried and quickly stepped back to brace 
himself for the inevitable battle at hand. 

"SIR! Are you referring to my super duper 
whooper snooper iridite-treated colinear 
ground plane, whose omni-directional gain 
is a fantastic 3.4 db and whose SWR is a 
perfect 1 to 1?" retorted our boy Johnathan. 

.. Uh, yeah ..." was all Brown could 
utter amid the helpless expression that cov- 
ered his face. A deep two -toned rumbling 
was heard as the patriots beat a fast retreat 
down Oak Avenue, united in their agreement 
that they had severely underestimated the 
striking force of the enemy. 

With a restrained smile on his lips, 
KHB6666 reveling in this minor victory 
climbed triumphantly down the ladder and 
stood once more with both feet firmly on the 
sod. "Aha!" he thought as he contemplated 
with sheer enthusiasm the pleasure upon 
which his very soul had been devoted for the 
past three months. "Now to try it out ..." and 
he was off in a flash. One neighbor later re- 
called upon his flying into his domicile that 
he was spouting idiotic remarks sounding 
slightly like "twenty-seven mad cop cycles," 
and something else that sound like "Citizens 
for Bander" ( Everett Bander was a local 
right-wing politician who had lost the last 
17 elections in a row). 

Meanwhile back at the ranch, Johnathan 
Payant seated himself tensely before his 
newly -acquired five channel transistorized 
Bandslopper, which was capable of operating 
from the car, house, boat, submarine, air- 
plane, interstellar spaceships, or from pen - 
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light cells. But this in itself didn't satisfy 
KHB6666, who was never one to settle for 
anything less than the best. Connected to the 
antenna jack on the unit was his coaxial feed - 
line, which draped itself over the rear of the 
mahogany table and disappeared mysteri- 
ously into the floor. 

"Little does Cedar Falls know what is in 
store for it this day," Johnathan thought. For 
at the other end of that snake -like black 
vinyl -covered tubing was his secret project. 
Deep in the lower extremities of the spider 
covered cellar at 473 Oak Avenue was a 
1,000,000 watt military surplus linear ampli- 
fier, surely the only one of its kind in the 
world today. Yes, this was connected to the 
little Bandslopper . . . An effective setup 
possibly capable of contacting Timbuktu .. . 

He delighted in the thought. That would 
most assuredly give him his rightful spot on 
the band. 

Click! The Bandslopper was turned on. 
Snap! The remote control power switch for 
the linear was popped on. An odd rumbling 
cadence instantly accompanied this action; 
evidently the linear was awakening from its 
state of suspended animation. Click! The 
Model A gasoline -driven blower was called 
to action in the field below. The house nearly 
wreaked with sound not unlike the Science 
Fiction Theater on Channel 5. Johnathan 
Payant was ready at last .. . 

He flicked his channel selector to Channel 
9 and listened ever intently. There were a 
couple of unsuspecting CB'ers talking about 
the weather or whatever. 

.. surely the only one of its kind in the world today." 

0b66 -_ 

YA2AAI 
AFGHANIS -UAW 

HAM 
STATION 

' 

. L,°° -_ -° 
. t. 

"From Afghanistan to the Upper Yukon Territory .. . 

BrrrrrrrBOOM! "This is Kelly's Happy 
Bar Quadruple Six. Break Break Break." 
BrrrrBOOM! He didn't have long to wait. 
Forty-seven amazed citizens banders were 
calling frantically on channel. From Afghani- 
stan to the Upper Yukon Territory to the Jap- 
anese National Police Brigade . . . Johna- 
than was getting results all right. Little did 
Cedar Falls know, he thought again, what 
history was being made this day . . . 

KHB6666 this is ZX4XFV, Southern Rho- 
desia. Go ahead .. . 

But Cedar Falls did know. Mamie Gluten- 
houser was at the beauty salon under a hair 
drier when she emitted a blood -curdling 
scream that could be heard for miles. "My 
hair, my hair!" And she was not alone. 

Svenson's Clothing Factory was in a 
frenzy. Conveyer belts were running back- 
wards, and old man Svenson was busting a 
gut. $45,000 machines were operating in re- 
verse, dismantling cotton sweaters as fast as 
the conveyer could get them there. Chaos 
reigned throughout. 

Doc Williams' radio -controlled garage door 
was opening and closing at such a rate that 
the door glass was shattered while waiting - 
room patients were fearfully gasping at the 
thought of what was going on in the examin- 
ing room. 

When Johnathan was modulating, traffic 
for miles around increased at least 70 m.p.h.; 
even a few old Hutmobiles arose, unmanned, 
from the graveyard to go careening down 

Continued on page 59 
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new! Hammar 

$229.50 
complete 

REVOLUTIONIZES CITIZEN BAND CONCEPTS! 

Crystal -Controlled 23 
channel RECEIVE 

Crystal -Controlled 23 
channel TRANSMIT 

NO EXTRAS-Every crystal, 
push -to -talk microphone, cables 
and mobile mounting bracket 
included in ONE LOW PRICE 

-3 KC Receiver Vernier Tuning 
Control (No effect on transmitted 
frequencies) 

Dual Power Supply - Mobile or 
Base Station -12V DC - 
117V AC 

AMATEUR RADIO EQUIPMENT 

COMMERICAL 

COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT 

OUTERCOM 2 -WAY RADIO 

VARIABLE AIR CAPACITORS 

SUPERVISORY REMOTE 

CONTROL SYSTEMS 

Hammarlund's CB -23 really goes all the way. It 
provides you with crystal controlled stability on 
23 channels-receive or transmit-with the 
added facility offered by the ±3KC Receiver 
Vernier Tuning Control. This amazing transceiver 
has every feature you have ever wanted in a 
citizen band unit. Peak "Talk -Power," dual con- 
version super -heterodyne receiver, noise limiter, 
adjustable squelch, and built-in S -meter to indi- 
cate relative rf transmitter output plus strength 
of the received signal-built-in ...at no extra cost. 

The CB -23 is ready to go-Just add an Antenna 
and you're "On the Air" 
Best of all-it's a Hammarlund designed and 
manufactured unit-you KNOW-you take no 
chance on quality. 
Get the complete story now! Mail in the attached 
coupon and we will rush CB -23 literature out to 
you by return mail. 

HAMMARLUND Manufacturing Company 
A Giannini Scientific Company 

53 West 23rd Street, N. Y. 10, N. Y. 

Please send me descriptive literature on the CB -23 

NAMF 

ADDRESS 

THIS MONTH'S BRAINWASHING: Subscribe! February 1963 59 15 
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Build the 

" EXPER I MENTAL, 753's 
A PHILCO DESIGNED TRANSCEIVER 

by T. C. LAWSON and J. J. YOTIDES 

PHILCO CORPORATION 

This report describes a transceiver 
for "Part 15" CB operation which 
utilizes low-cost transistors. Four of 
the seven transistors are used for both 
the receiver and transmitter sections 
with only four switching circuits re- 
quired. Power input to the transmitter 
final is 100 mw to comply with the 
FCC's Part 15 which governs low 
power transmitters so the unit will re- 
quire no license of any kind to be 
operated. The RF power output of the 
unit has been checked at about 60 mw 
and the receiver, which is crystal con- 
trolled, has a sensitivity of 1 uy for 
10 db signal to noise ratio. The unit 
was designed and constructed by en- 
gineers in the Lansdale Division of the 
Philco Corporation; application report 
number 753. 

HOW IT WORKS 
An attempt has been made to use as 

many common elements for both the 
transmiter and receiver as possible. 

Figure 1. is a block diagram of the 
receiver and transmitter sections, the 
antenna is coupled to a crystal con- 
trolled converter stage whose output 
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is 455 kc/s. The .converter stage is 
followed by a two stage IF amplifier, 
a diode detector, and an audio ampli- 
fier consisting of a driver stage and a 
Class AB push-pull output stage. The 
output of the audio amplifier is con- 
nected to a 100 ohm speaker. 

In the transmitter section, the 
speaker of the receiver is switched to 
the input of the audio amplifier to act 
as a microphone driving the audio am- 
plifier which serves as a modulator. 

The modulator modulates the final 
amplifier which derives its RF excita- 
tion from a crystal controlled RF os- 
cillator. The energy from the trans- 
mitter final is coupled to the same 
antenna that is used for the receiver. 
which is a telescoping whip 5 feet or 
less in length. 

INDIVIDUAL CIRCUIT HILIGHTS 

GENERAL-The transceiver is en- 
ergized from a 9 volt supply and uti- 
lizes a positive ground. 

AUTODYNE CONVERTER - The 
" common -emitter autodyne circuit uses 

a 2N1864 MADT transistor. The crys- 
tal controlled oscillator operates at a 
frequency of 455 kc/s higher than the 
incoming signal. 

IF AMPLIFIER AND DETECTOR 
-The IF amplifier of the receiver sec- 
tion is composed of two common -emit- 
ter un -neutralized amplifiers using 
2N1864 MADT transistors. The two 
stages are mismatched on both the in- 
put and output to provide stability. 
AGC is applied to the first stage. 

Continued on page 19 

Rl 2.7 K (all re- 
sistors 1/4 -watt) 

R2 27 K 
R3 330 ohms 
R4 39 K 
R5 6.2 K 
R6 8.2 K 
R7,13 1 K 
R8, 17 100 ohms 
R9 15 K 
R10 2.2 K 
R11 680 ohms 
R12, 14 4.7 K 
R15 100 K 
R16 220 ohms 
R18 6.8 K 
R19 2.2 ohms 
R20 120 ohms 
R21 10 ohms 
R22 10 K not with 

on /off switch 
Cl 47 uufd 
C2, 9 4.7 uufd 
C3, 6 10 uufd 
C4 6 uufd 
C5 6.8 uufd 
C7 .001 ufd 
C8 3.3 uufd 

PARTS LIST 

C10, 21 27 uufd 
C11, 23, 24 .01 ufd 
C12, 14, 15, 16, 25 

.1 ufd 
C17 .05 ufd 
C18, 26 4 ufd 
C19 .02 ufd 
C20 204-230 uufd 

trimmer 
C22 82 uufd 
C27 20 ufd 
C28 100 ufd 
C29 50 ufd 
Q1, 2, 3 Philco 

2N1864 
04 Philco T2309 

(Allied Radio) 
05 Philco 2N2374 
Q6, 7 Philco 2N2376 
X1 27.450 mc/s 

miniature 
crystal 

X2 26.995 mc/s 
miniature 3rd 
overtone 
crystal 

D1 1N60A diode 

TI Sec: 20 turns #28 Nyclad copper wire 
close wound on 1/4" form. Base tap 2 
turns from low potential end. Powdered 
iron core. 

Pri: 10 turns #28 Nyclad copper wire 
close wound over low potential end of 
secondary. 

T2 Pri: 10 turns #28 Nyclad copper wire 
close wound on 3/a" form. 

Sec. 5 turns #28 Nyclad copper wire close 
wound over low potential end of pri- 
mary. Powdered iron core. 

T3 Pri: 16 turns #28 Nyclad copper wire 
close wound on 1/4" form. Emitter tap 
I turn from low potential end. Pow- 
dered iron core. 

Sec: 7 turns #28 Nyclad copper wire close 
wound over low potential of primary. 

T4 6 turns #18 tinned copper wire wound on 
3/e" form spaced over 3/4" length. Pow- 
dered iron core. 

T5 Driver transformer. Argonne AR -103 or 
equivalent. 

T6 Modulation transformer. Argonne AR -136 
or equivalent. 

T7 455 kc/s 1st IF. Lafayette MS -776 or 
equivalent. 

T8 455 kc/s 2nd IF. Lafayette MS -777 or 
equivalent. 

T9 455 kc/s output. Lafayette MS -778 or 
equivalent. 

L1 2 3/4 turns B&W #3007 or equivalent. 
L2 RFC, 50 turns #36 Nyclad copper wire 

close wound on powdered iron form. 
15 uh. 

L3 RFC, 22 uh. 
BI Eveready 2709 9 -volt battery or equiva- 

lent. 
Si 4PDT switch. Lafayette SW -85 or equiva- 

lent. 
Ant. Whip antenna. Lafayette F-343 or 

equivalent. 
Misc. sockets and hardware. Chassis. 

The BIG Switch Is To 59 February 1963 S9 17 
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Power gain of the amplifier to the 
detector is 70 db and the bandwidth 
4.9 kc/s for 6 db and 7.4 kc/s for 10 db 
attenuation. The selectivity can be im- 
proved by replacing the emitter by- 
pass capacitors with series piezoelec- 
tric filters. If both the emitters are 
bypassed with these filters, the 6 db 
bandwidth will decrease to 3.5 kc/s. 
These filters must be tuned to the ex- 
act frequency of 455 kc/s since the 
converter stage is crystal controlled. 

AUDIO AMPLIFIER - The input 
impedance to the driver stage is about 
3,000 ohms and the power gain is 73 db. 

FINAL AMPLIFIER - There are 
two procedures used for the alignment 
of the final amplifier. One procedure is 
to tune the amplifier for maximum RF 
power output. The second procedure is 
to tune the amplifier to maximum 
audio signal as indicated by a detector 
circuit. Maximum audio output as 
would be indicated by the detector cir- 
cuit does not always occur at the same 
tuning point of the final for maximum 
RF power output. Since the trans- 
mission of intelligence is the main ob- 
jective, it would naturally seem best to 
tune the final for maximum audio out- 
put as indicated by the detector circuit. 

The alignment procedure consists of 
placing the detector sufficiently close 
to the antenna of the transceiver to 
receive sufficient voltage for detection. 
The final stage is modulated 100% 
with an audio tone and then tuned for 
minimum distortion and maximum 
output at the detector output. The RF 
power of the final may be as much as 
15% less when tuned in this manner 
as compared to tuning for maximum 
RF power output. 

You can build this experimental CB 
transceiver with a little effort and a 
few evenings' time. The cost is low 
and the unit will function on a par 
with commercially manufactured units 
costing considerably more. 

The chassis for the unit is a sheet 
of copper measuring 71/4 inches by 
3% inches overall. The unit can be 
housed in an inexpensive plastic cabi- 
net for ease of operation and porta- 
bility. 

If you construct the unit, the FCC 
requires that you affix certain infor- 
mation with this article and it will 
therefore only be necessary for you 
to clip the coupon from the magazine 
and paste it onto the cabinet of your 
unit. 

CAUTION : Do not attempt to op- 
erate this transceiver with a battery 
larger than 9 volts. 

I CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE WITH 

FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION 

REGULATIONS, PART 15, PAR. 205 

S9 Magazine certifies that this low power transmitting device can 
be expected to comply with the requirements of Paragraph 15.205 
of the FCC regulations under the following conditions: (A) When 
this device is assembled according to the diagrams and instruc- 
tions published by this magazine, using components of the exact 
specifications described. (B) When in use for the purpose and in 
the manner indicated in the instructions. (C) When operated on 

a frequency between 26.97 me/s and 27.27 me/s and using an 

antenna limited to7a single element r- O han 5 feet long. 

S9 Magazine, New York 36, N. Y. Dated: January 15, 1963 

I hereby certify that i have assembled and adjusted this device 
in strict accordance with the above. 

Owner's signature. Date: 

The finishing touch) To comply with FCC regulations it 
will be necessary for you to sign this tag, cut it from 
the magazine, and paste it firmly on the rear of the 
transceiver. 

Sorry for the delay but I've just had my first 
TVI complaint. 

Write to our advertisers for special product news February 1963 S9 19 
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"FOR YE SHALL 
SPEAK 

INTO THE AIR" 
A NOVEL USE PUTS CB IN THE PULPIT 

by CHARLES F. PITTS, KED0221 

When the Apostle Paul wrote these words 
to the Corinthian church (I Cor. 14:9) , he 
could hardly have been speaking of opera- 
tions in the Citizens Band. For the pastor and 
staff of the Tarrytown Baptist Church of 
Austin, Texas, however, these words seem 
almost prophetic. 

Being licensed in the amateur bands, the 
pastor readily recognized the potential value 
of units which could be used for business 
purposes. Accordingly, application was made 
for a license to operate five units. 

Because many calls come directly to the 
pastor's home, the base station was located 
at the pastorium. Another fixed station was 
set up in the office of the pastor's secretary. 
A third unit was installed in the pastor's auto- 
mobile. Two portable "walkie-talkies" com- 
pleted the equipment. 

There being several hospitals in the city, 
the pastor's secretary has frequently been 

Dr. Charles F. Pitts, KED0221, checks in with his secre 
tary at the Tarrytown Baptist Church, Austin, Texas 

Mrs. W. H. Pannell, secretary to the pastor, keeps in 
touch with him during pastoral visitation by means of 
CB radio. 

able to inform the pastor of those who have 
entered the hospital since his leaving the 
office. When the pastor completes a call at 
one hospital, he calls his secretary for any 
later additions to the list of sick to be visited. 
This has saved considerable time and the ex- 
pense of unnecessary travel. 

It often happens that emergencies arise 
while the pastor is making calls among his 
parishioners. Before the radio service was 
begun there were frequent and embarrassing 
time lapses before the pastor learned of 
deaths, serious illnesses and accidents. This 
is now cut to a minimum. 

Another service rendered is that of reach- 
ing the pastor for weddings. (There are still 
some who get married without elaborate re- 
hearsals!) 

The small hand held units lend themselves 
to countless uses. They are invaluable when 
on camps and outings with Boy Scouts, Sun- 
day School classes and youth organizations. 

20 S9 February 1963 Watch for next month's big issue 
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Mrs. Charles F. Pitts, wife of the pastor, finds CB radio 
an invaluable aid in locating her husband to inform 
him of an urgent call. 
Invariably, at a church camp, there are those 
who get lost accidentally or on purpose. 
Those who lose themselves according to pre- 
meditated plan still must be found, for one 
never knows when lost sheep are actually 
lost. Search parties can cover a wide area and 
still keep in touch with one another. 

On one occasion, a little girl left for camp 
without taking proper leave from home. She 
had told her mother two weeks previously 
that she wanted to go to camp but had made 
no definite plans. When the mother returned 
from work and found her daughter gone she 
was frantic until she knew that the child was 
safe. There was no phone service to the camp 
area, nearly forty miles distant by road. A 
message from the pastor's wife was picked 
up twenty miles away by the pastor on his 
mobile rig. Thus the mother's fear was as- 
suaged and a long trip over rough roads 
averted. 

Practically all hospitals forbid small chil- 
dren to visit above the first floor. It has been 
a delight to child and mother alike when they 
have been able to communicate by means of 
the walkie-talkies. Often, the mother, or other 
hospitalized member of the family, can be 
seen through a window on an upper floor 
while the child talks over the radio. 

Before installing the CB service it was 
feared that there would be no moment when 
the pastor could feel free from the pressures 
of his pastoral duties. This, however, has 
proven to be unfounded. On the contrary, 
there is a freedom of spirit which springs 
from the knowledge that he can be reached 
at any time for any emergency. This has com- 
pletely destroyed the constant apprehension 
arising from the fear that an emergency might 
arise without his knowledge. CB radio is, 
indeed, a form of tranquilizer and a real 
nerve tonic for the busy pastor. 

Thus, the pastor has added CB to his vo- 
cabulary, right alongside B.C. and A.D.! 

WHY 
PAY MORE WHEN 

THE BEST 
COSTS LESS? 

Do these mikes below look famil- 
iar to you? That's because they're 
two of the largest selling CB 
mikes in the country. More 
Turner 350C's are used as original 
equipment on CB than any other 
mike. And the 254C is its matched 
base station companion - spe- 
cially designed for optimum 
dual operation. 

MODEL 350C -Ceramic - 
Equipped with hanger but- 
ton, dash bracket, 5 -foot 
(extended) rubber -jacketed 
coiled cord. 
Response: 80-7000 cps. 
Output Level: -54 db. 

MODEL 254C -Ceramic - 
Operates with on -off push - 

to -talk and lock switch. Ca- 
ble is 7 -foot, three conduc- 
tor (one shielded) wired for 
relay operation. 
Response: 80-7000 cps. 
Output Level: -54 db. 

Write today for 
complete specifications. 

THE MICROPHONE COMPANY 
945 17th Street N E. 
Cedar Rapids, Iowa 
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COURIER 1-M 
avow! 

QUIETEST 
MOST POWER FU L 

MOBILE 
C.B. UNIT! 

HEAR IT TO BELIEVE IT! 
Write for Free Brochure $229.50 list, slightly higher west of Rockies. 

'0! 

®@.11. electronics communications, inc. 325 no. macquesten pkwy, mt. vernon, n. y. 

22 S9 February 1963 59-GUARANTEED Largest CB Circulation! 
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YOUR COURIER HEADQUARTERS 

E 

30 per month 
for 12 months, 

$ 725 per month for 24 months 

\\\\ ... Illegal on 11 meter band in the U.S.A. 

BOOST YOUR POWER 

$15950 prepaid or 

$1450 down and 

$13 
SANDY WIRTH 

KHA 2175-W9BTN 

Write me for CB 

PORT -A -LAB 
THE PORTABLE CB 
CHECK-OUT LAB 

Only 

$4495 
prepaid to your door 

COURIER 1-M 

Tops in C. B. Transceivers 
TRIPLE CONVERSION 
12 Channel Transmit 
R.F. "S" meter (lighted) 
Lighted 23 channel tunable 
R.F. Gain Control 
Proven Quality 

only $ 229 50 

or $19 50 down and $1 758 per month 

$1050 per month for 24 months. 
for 12 months 

NORTHERN BRANCH 
BOB VAN DERVEST 
211 MONICO 
RHINELANDER. WISC. 

MILWAUKEE BRANCH 
LA PLANTE TV 
2978 NO. TEUTON IA 
MILWAUKEE. WISC. 

antenna specialists 
M-81 MAGNUM base antenna 

FREE with every Courier 1-M 

or only 

$2487 
prepaid to your door 

Only at ECHO 

WISCONSIN DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED 

ECHO Communications, Inc. 
Box 223 Cedarburg, Wisc. Phone DR 7-3 SOC 

O.K. "Sandy" here is my down payment 
of $14.50 please Rush forms to cover 
Linear Amplifier for 12 months 
24 ['months. 

Attached is $159.50 please ship Linear 
at once prepaid. 

Attached is $44.95 please ship Port A Lab 
at once prepaid. 

Attached is $24.87 please ship Magunm 
M-81 Base Antenna Prepaid. 

Attached is $19.50 to cover down payment 
for Courier 1-M. Please rush forms for 

12 months 24 months. 

Cl O.K. "Sandy" here is $229.50. Ship me 
a new Courier 1-M and Magnum Antenna 
prepaid today. 

NAME 

ADDRESS - 

CITY and STATE 

Please Send Literature. J 
Write to our advertisers for special product news February 1963 S9 23 
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GB FLICKERS 
by TOM KNEITEL, KBG4303 

EDITOR 

"You and your lousy 'extra modulation gadgets!" "Alright Moto, his 5 minutes are up, go get him!" 

"You no more talk long Channel 11." 

"QS& card? You idiot, this is the FCCI" 

"Go back and tell THIS to your friends at the FCC!" 

"That dumkopf keeps telling me to clear the REACT 

channel." 

24 S9 February 1963 Tell your friends about 59 
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"Interesting device you've got here, Dr. Ranjii. What 
does 'BREAK -BREAK' mean in your native tongue?" 

"The monitoring truck 'is coming down the street, you've 
just got time for one more skip contact!" 

Care to step in and see my etched circuit boards? 

Terry, 18W3516, Owner of Ama - 

KING OF TRADERS teur Electronic Supply, says: 

rode in Your 
Present C/B 

Equipment on 
NEW GONSET 

COMMUNICATORS 

three years to pa_y 

G-15 $19995 
Only $7.04 

a month 
(Three Years) 

G-15 HAS TUNABLE 23 CHANNEL RECEIVER 
PLUS PANEL SIGNAL STRENGTH METER 

Look at these low payments on GONSET 

PAYMENTS PER 
NET MONTH FOR 

PRICE 1 yr. 2 yrs. 3 yrs. 

G-14 149.95 $13.28 $7.24 $5.23 

G-15 199.95 17.87 9.74 7.04 

DEALERS! Write for our wholesale price 
list on CB equipment and antennas. 

AMATEUR 

ELECTRONIC 

SUPPLY - Ir Amateur Electronic Supply 
- 

3832 W. Lisbon Ave., Milwaukee 8, Wisconsin 

Ship me a on channel (1 Free). I 
IPlease install Extra Channels for-($5.95 per channel). 

I Enclose $ I will pay balance (if any) 

Iin: C.O.D. 1 Year 2 Years 3 Years 

For: D 110 VAC & 12 VDC 110 VAC & 6 VDC 

ISee page 40 for credit information. 

II want to buy a and want to trade I 
a which was originally purchased in 

I Kit form D Wired 
In this form this unit originally sold new for 

$ I purchased it New D Used. 

I Name Call ' 
IAddress 
City Zone StateI L Send FREE listing of used CB & Ham gear. --a _J nm MOW lallfflOP 

The BIG Switch Is To 59 February 1963 S9 25 
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Our customers and dealers tell us this and we are grateful. We put our very best irto every unit 
we make and back each one with a complete guarantee. The same satisfaction 
our customers express can be yours to enjoy ... try UTICA. , ¡ T 

UTICA 1EC 11 TRANSCEIVER 
With all the deluxe features and perform- 
ance you could possible want A new dual 
conversion 6 channel crystal controlled 
transceiver with tunable rece ver. S meter 
and signal strength output indicator, ex- 
ternal crystal socket, auxiliary speaker ter- 
minal and universal power supply are only 
a few of the many plus features that make 
the T&C II outstanding. Deluxe chrome 
cabinet 199.95 

UTICA arfWri 
¡¡ 

£ `polite. 
MC -27 TRANSCEIVER 
A handsome, rugged, top performer. The 
MC -27 is a dual conversion 6 c Tannel crystal 
controlled transceiver with exceptional sen- 
sitivity and selectivity. Features Double 
Gaited Noise Suppression Circuit, Automatic 
Volume Control with improves squelch cir- 
cuit and universal power sipply. Deluxe 
chrome cabinet 179.50 

O9 the go thonleorat 
work . 

UTICA CUSTOMIZED ANTENNAS FOR EVERY 

UNIVERSAL ANTENNA 
SELECTOR BOX 

For fast switching from 
base station to Horizon- 
tal or Vertical Beam. 

7.50 

GIZMOTCHY 
2 in 1 

Vertical - Horizontal 
Beam Anteina for 
hi -efficiency and 
greater distance 
base station per 
formance . 55.95 

Write for details UTICA 
Dept. 59-2 

BUDDY WHIP 

96 inch fibre glass 
mobile antenna with 
unique pivot base that 
permits immediate an- 
tenna adjustment to any 
position from driver's 
seat 24.50 

COMMUNICATIONS CORP. 

2917 W. Irving Park Rd. 

Chicago 25, Illinois 

CB PURPOSE 

GROUND PLANE 

Heavy duty ground 
plane antenna pre - 
marched for 52 ohm 
imEedance 24.50 

= Sòld thru leading 
I Distributors Everywher: 

26 59 February 1963 Watch for next month's big issue 
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CB 

CROSSWORD 

PUZZLE 

ACROSS 

1. - - - Cards 
4. Mfr. of Thruline Transicheck 
9. - - Amplifier (abbr.) 

11. Indian 
12. Non -rigid airship 
13. 110 V. - - (abbr.) 
14. A scrap or bit 
15. American symbol (bird) 
16. 12 V. - - (abbr.) 
17. Small lake 
19. - - - Tan Cigars 
21. Specifications (slang) 
23. Atmospheric noise 
26. Rabbit 
27. Type of moss 
28. Attorney Generals (abbr.) 
29. Thicket of trees 
30. - - Cowan of 59 (initials) 
31. Calcium (abbr.) 
33. Three (Italian) 
34. K8G4303 of S9 
36. Twitches 
37. Broadcast Interference (abbr.) 
38. Mfr. of Model 530 Signal 

Filter 
39. Fuss 
41. Noughts 
44. World War (abbr.) 
46. CB Answerman 
47. To vote -in 
48. Argon (abbr.) 
49. Attempt 
50. Man's name (pl.) 
51. National League (abbr.) 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

10. 
18. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 

by TERRY W. OWENS 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

11 . . 12 

13 

14 

15 16 

17 18 19 20 

21 22 .. 23 24 ..25 
26 

27 . 
30 28 29 

31 32 33 

34 35 . 36 
37 38 

39 40 41 42 43 44 45 

46 47 48 

49 50 51 

DOWN 
- - - Vadis 24. 
String (abbr.) 25. 
Call 27. 
59 readers 29. 
Eagerness for action 30. 
Signal (abbr.) 32. 
Commercial (abbr.) 33. 
To use CB gear 35. 
Parts of circles 36. 
Fox Charlie Charlie (abbr.) 38. 
Highest card 39. 
Portion of Bible (abbr.) 40. 
CB'ers sanctuary 42. 
Heathen 43. 
Division of the calyx 45. 

Answers on page 39 

Russian news agency 
Insides of magnets 
One electrode of a battery 
User of 11 meter band 
Publisher of 59 (initials and last name) 
Thus 
- - - Tac Toe 
Dark wood 
Uses a meter 
Punch (slang) 
Altitude (abbr.) 
The (German) 
Man's name 
Record (abbr.) 
Iowa CB dealer 

Write to our advertisers for special product news February 1963 S9 27 
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ADD A 

SECOND 
SPEAKER 

TO YOUR MOBILE RIG 

by HARVEY HURWITZ, 2W2921 

The advantages of a rear seat speaker have 
long been known on broadcast reception. The 
additional bass response provided by the 
large amount of air space in the trunk com- 
partment can appreciably increase the in- 
telligibility of the received signal. The phy- 
sical addition of this speaker is not particu- 
larly difficult. Due to the switching circuitry 
involved in most transceivers there are cer- 
tain steps that must be performed if the re- 
mote speaker is to operate correctly. 

In most CB units in use today, the ground 
side of the speaker voice coil does NOT go 
directly to ground. It is connected to a relay 
or switch that is grounded only during the 
receive cycle. Any attempt to use a rear, seat 
speaker that uses the auto body as a ground 
will result in a speaker that can not be turned 
off while transmitting with the resultant feed- 
back howl. The circuit used will enable you 
to select either front or back speakers or both 
if desired. Both speakers will be disabled 
when transmitting. 

Obtain a Centralab PK 300 or equivalent 
rear speaker switch, available at most elec- 
tronic supply houses, and a PM speaker (3.2 
ohm voice coil) of a size to fit the cut out on 
the metal frame under the rear window 
ledge. (The rear window ledge is usually 

made of a stiff cardboard and may be cut 
with any sharp instrument.) Complete 
speaker and switch kits are available as one 
package. Disregard the instructions provided 
with the kit. 

In addition, you will require one three con- 
ductor phone jack and plug. (Switchcraft 
#267 with mating jack. ) 

Mount the rotary switch at any convenient 
point on the front panel of your transceiver 
using the switch plate supplied. Carefully 
remove the right angle bend on this plate 
before mounting. Use the switch nuts and 
washers to hold this plate in place. Mount the 
three conductor jack on the rear apron of the 
chassis. This jack is supplied with similar 
mounting nuts and washers. Locate the lead 
that connects the output transformer to the 
existing speaker. Disconnect this lead at the 
speaker end. Connect and solder the loose 
end of this lead to the wiper arm terminal 
on the rotary switch. Connect a new lead 
from the number one terminal on this switch 
(solder) to the speaker terminal from which 
you removed the lead earlier (solder) . Con- 
nect and solder a new lead from the remain- 
ing terminal on the switch to the TIP lug on 
the three conductor jack (use an ohmeter 
if you are in doubt) (solder) . Connect and 
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solder a lead from the Ring terminal on the 
three conductor jack to the second, and as 
yet untouched, lug on the existing speaker 
(solder) . This completes the modification of 
the transceiver itself. 

3 
Existing 
Speaker 

X I 

Centrala. 
PK300 

0TH 

Rear 
Speaker 

No Connection to Shell 

--^ r JI 
O 

NoConnection 

The unit will operate normally with the 
switch in the number "1" or "both" position. 
The speaker should be dead with the switch 
in the "2" position. 

Before proceeding further it would be wise 
to prepare and check out the cable and 
speaker setup. Using a length of two con- 
ductor wire (# 14 lamp cord is ideal) long 
enough to reach from the trunk to the dash- 
board, connect one conductor to the plug tip 
lug (solder) . Connect the other lead to the 
plug Ring lug (solder). There should be no 
connection to the plug shell or barrel lug. 
This lug is normally used as a ground point 
but in this case will not be used at all. Tem- 
porarily connect the new speaker to the other 
end of this cable. DO NOT SOLDER. The 
new speaker should now work in the number 
"2" and "both" positions and should be dead 
in the number "1" position. If you do not 
obtain this result, check the schematic and 
wiring carefully. 

Mount the speaker in the precut frame 
under the rear deck using the grill cloth and 
plate provided with most kits. Snake the 
cable through behind the rear seat and under 
the floor mats to . the dashboard,. Insert the 
plug into the transceiver and connect the 
speaker temporarily. Any excess wire should 
be removed at the speaker end of the cable. 
With the switch in the "Both" position listen 
carefully to the incoming signals. If the base 
response seems poor, reverse the leads at the 
remote speaker. Once you are satisfied with 
the bass response, you can then solder the 
speaker leads in place. Although this is not 
stereo, you will be pleasantly surprised by 
the improved audio quality of your rig. l 

Globe Star 
CBB 

TRANSCEIVER 

and l!'."en COLINEAR 

GROUND PLANE ANTENNA 

Save $25.00 

Globe Star CB Transceiver with new dual conversion, 
superhetrodyne, adjustable squelch. "Push -to -talk" 
mike, coil cord. 5 channel provisions. 16 tube func- 
tions. Specify 11 SVAC and 12 VDC, or 115 VAC and 
6 VDC. Regular $159.95. 
Hy -gain CLR Colinear Ground Plane Antenna concen- 
trates power at lower angles to horizon and doubles 
radiated power (3 db gain, use 52 ohm coax). 
Heavy double wall aluminum, cycolac base insula- 
tion - Model CLR - Regular $29.95. 
Low Loss Polyfoam Coax - 12.00 HD., 1 Sc Ft. 

Sfe c l O ft - LIMITED TIME 

IMPROVE CB RECEPTION 
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED ! 

MODEL NA -27 

$11.95 
POSTPAID 

WRL'S 2 STAGE 
NUVISTOR PRE- 

AMPLIFIER 
Improves Reception on any CB 
Transceiver, Receiver, Superhetrodyne 
or Regenerative Circuits. 

Small (21/4" x 23/4") install internally 

Fixed or Mobile -6 or 12V 

Finest printed Circuitry 
WRITE FOR FLYER r 

L 

WRL 

QUANTITY 
DEALER 

DISCOUNTS 

WORLD RADIO LABORATORIES 
3415 W. Broadway 

Council Bluffs, la. 
Send STAR/CLR deal F.O.B. WRL $164.95 enclosed. 

Charge. Send NA 27 postpaid. Send 3 color CB 
map 50c postpaid. LA Send personalized CB-QSL Card 
Sample, Free. 

NAME CALI 

ADDRESS 

CITY - 
_ 

- .STATE__ 
-J 

Special club subscription rates for 59 February 1963 S9 29 
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New York Show 

ONOCALL 
SELECTIVE 

RECEIVE 

KIPPUR EIECIRpNICSINC 

VOLUME 

RAlfI6N N C. 

Others claimed to have selective 
calling systems, but Monocall by 
Metrotek is the only UNIVER- 
SAL selective calling system ac- 
claimed by the. industry as the 
standard of excellence. 
The Monocall Encoder/Decoder is 
the most advanced selective call- 
ing device designed and is now 
available for just $79.95 ; encoder 
only $39.95. 
Monocall plus any Metrotek CB 
transceiver can provide you the 
ultimate in personal, point-to- 
point communications. Monocall 
may also be adapted to other 
transceivers. Silence the noisy 
chatter when you're not interest- 
ed and let Monocall by Metrotek 
listen for you. 
For complete information on the 
inexpensive selective calling sys- 
tem that is operational now . . 

not on the drawing board or get- 
ting bugs ironed out ... just clip 
the attached coupon and we'll send 
you complete technical data. 

Monocall plus Metrostar, a compact,. power -packed 
8 channel crystal controlled transmit -receive and a 
23 channel tunable receiver. can provide you the 
ultimate in personal. point-to-point communications. 
Metrostar transceivers for base or mobile installation 
are just $169.95. 

STARTIRE 

M £Ti20T£Fi EL£CTRONZCB. ZNC. 
205 W. Cabarrus St., 

Raleigh, N. C. 

Please send us complete details in- 
cluding name of nearest supplier for: 

Monocall Metrostar 
Starfire 
I am a citizens band dealer, please 

send information on dealer franchise 
program. 

Start ire by Metrotek is an outstanding unit because 
of its quality construction. dependable performance 
and low cost. The Starfire delivers a crisp. distinctive 
sound. Dollar for dollar. you won't find a better CB 
transceiver. 

/11 Ir 
Name 

Address 

City 

State 

30 S9 February 1963 Always say you saw it in 59 
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PART 15 CALLBOOK 

To accommodate the hundreds of readers who have asked for a listing of Part 15 CB 

stations, we begin this month to offer our readers an installment callbook of the assignments 
of the FREE S9 Part 15 Station Identifiers. This month's listing includes only those stations 
issued identifiers in the ATLANTIC and CENTRAL zones. Next month we will present the 
NORTHERN stations. 

This list is the Copyrighted property of Cowan Publishing Corp. and coded listings 
have been included to detect infringements of the Copyright. The list may not be used for 
mailing or for any commercial purposes without the express written consent of the Copy- 
right holder. 

If you would like to register for Part 15 CB operation, complete the form on page 41 

of this issue and send it to S9's offices with a self-addressed stamped (5C) envelope. 

Atlantic Central 
Ch 

11 S. T. Jones, 3075 Vine Circle, Decatur, Ga. 
12-13 J. G. Dobson, 1190 Forrest Blvd., Decatur, Ga 7 

14-15 W.A. Keffer, P. O. Box 3, Kinston, N.C. A &B 
16 Lynn Long, Gorgas, Alabama 
17 Charlie Long, Gorgas, Alabama 
18 Joe Davis, Gorgas, Alabama 
19 Douglas Hartley, Gorgas, Alabama 
20 James F. Shivers, Gorgas, Alabama 
21-23 D. Carter, 116 Billy Harris St.,Spray, N.C. A ,C ,D 
24-25 R. L. Sydnor, Mannboro, Amelia County, Va 11 

26-27 T. A. Reid, 1702 S. Perry St., Gastonia, N.0 . 11 

28-29 J. F. Pullen, 3600 Corbin St. ,Raleigh, R.C. A 
30-31 Glenn Poore, Box 142, Byrdstown, Tenn. A 
32-34 R.P. Trowbridge, 120 E.8 St., Waynesboro, Ga. A 
35-44 W.H.Mays Funeral Home, 1221 9th, Augusta, Ga 
45-46 G. Burney, Jr.,Rt.4, Box 108, Jacksonville, N.C. 
47-48 H.H. Whitehead, Jr., 1768 Old Buckroe Rd., 

Hampton, Va. A 
49-51 A.G. Thomas, 414 Plymouth Ave., 

Winston-Salem, N. C. 
52-55 W.E. Pitts, 309 N. 17th St., Nashville, Tenn. A &H 
56-58 C. H. Cookus, 230 S. Queen St., 

Martinsburg, W. Va. 7,11,12 
59 W.T. Emerson, 325 Spruce St., Lexington, N.C. 
60-61 M.R. McKone, 308 N. Edison St. ,Arlington, Va. 10 
62-63 M. Russell, 201 Perry Rd., Jamestown, N.C. 7 

64-65 F.J.O'Brien, Jr., 3027 Woodbine Ave., 
Knoxville, Tenn, 

67 J.M. Comer, 207 Missionary Dr., Decatur, Ga. 16 
68-69 L. A. Morris, 603 Wilmar Dr., Concord, N.C. 7 

70-71 J. H. Farrell, 3448 Clearpool Circle, Bax 7013 
Memphis, Tenn. 

72-74 L.E. Donahue, 3937 Fort Ave., Lynchburg, Va. 
75-78 R.E. Knecht, Box 22, W. Salisbury, Pa. 
79-80 M.E. Mullen, 719 Park Ave., Brunswick, Md. 
81-82 D.L. Williams, 636 Maple St., Erwin, Tenn. 
83-84 B.T. Chambers, 2113 Robin St., Valdosta, Ga. 
85-86 R. Baumohl, 6861 Parsons Ave., Baltimore, Md. 
90-94 W. E. Taylor, 1438 Queens Rd. W., 

Charlotte, N. C. 
95-98 L. W. Bates, Rt.3 Pond Rd. , Asheville, N.C. 
99 T. Watson, 502 S. Plymouth Rd., Huntsville, Ala. 
100-101 C. McGinnis, 202 S. Sims St., Kings Mountain, 

North Carolina 
102 Haynes W. Pryor, 615 Salauda St., Rock Hill,S.C. 
103 W. E. Odom, 512 State St., Rock Hill, S. C. 
104 W. E. McFadden, 1154 Hermitage Rd., 

Rock Hill, S. C. 
105-107 W. T. Emerson, 325 Spruce St., Lexington, N.C. 
108-109 T. J. Hughes, Jr.,4221 Lake Dr. S.W., 

Roanoke, Va. 16 
110-113 Delmer L.Davis, Jr.. 12 Brown St., Lexington, N.C. 
114 R. Rasmussen, 706 Lindley Dr., Durham, N.C. 11 
115-116 R. E. Stephenson, 390 Rutland Dr., Charlotte, N.0 . 9 
117-119 I. G. Bailey, 144 Parker St., Erwin, Tenn. 11 
120-121 R. L. Hardison, P. O. Box 484, Jamesville, N.C. A 64 
122-124 D. P. Jackson, 5006 F Gunter St., Bayside, Va. 7 

11 

D 

A 

B 

11 

11 

7 

11 

C 
9 

A 

C 

C 

C 

Ch 
11 H. B. Smith, 467 Park Ave., Birmingham, Mich. 
12-14 J. E. Bennett, 9708 S. Dibson Ave.,Chicago, Ill. A &B 
15-16 T. A. Starrett, Sr., 321 Marguerite St., 

Elgin, Ill. 13 
17 F. Rowe, Box 97, Monroe City, Ind. 16 
18-19 R.M. Meehan, 1628 Wlnterhaven Dr., Ashtabula, 

Ohio A 

20-21 W.R. Wootan, 331 Granada Pl. , New Whiteland, Ind. 10 
22-25 P.M. Meehan, P.O.Box 2841, Ashtabula, Ohio A 
26 R.C. Blomberg, 3913 N. Kildare, Chicago, Ill. 11 
27-30 M J.M. Deppert, 19956 Darden Rd., South Bend, 

Indiana 7,15 
31-33 W.E. Ferbrache, 824 Homestead Rd., 

La Grange Park, Ill. B 

34-37 R. Melton, 414 Poplar St. Fortvflle, Ind. 7 

38-39 M.H.W. Derner, 7418 Wilson Terr., 
Morton Grove, Ill. 9 

40-45 J. Westbrook, 1033 W.Burligh St., Milwaukee, Wisc. 7 

46-53 P.R. Nelson, 6 N. Washington St., Croix Falls, Wisc. A 
54-55 E. Lefferson, 405 S. Walnut St., Bloomington, Ind. 
56-57 B. B. Woodring, 98 N.Pershing Ave., Akron, Ohio 18 
58-63 C. Wesser, P.O. Box V, Presque Isle, Mich. 
64-65 P.W. Barbera, 4938 W. Superior, Chicago, Ill. 14 
66-67 K.K. Margroff, 2624 Leland Ave., Akron, Ohio 10 
68 B. Gray, 22832 Byron Rd., Shaker Hghts, Ohio A 
69-72 T.J. Vastine, 341 Frederick Ave., Bellwood, Ill. A 
73-74 S. Lefferson, 1010 S. Lincoln, Bloomington, Ind. 
75-76 P. Carroll, 1111 W.40th, Kansas City 11, Mo. 10 
77-78 F. Chaff, Jr. 216 Wayne Ave., Akron, Ohio 
79-80 J.P. Funk, 1311 Milwaukee St., Delafield, Wisc. 5 

81-83 W.R. Nichols, 338 Patterson La., Weirton, W.Va. 
84 D.M. Reed, 546 Pond Run Rd., Raceland, Ky. A 
85-89 J.M. Hamm, 702 Riverside Dr., Jeffersonville,Ind. 19 
90-94 S.I. Dierking, 1021 S.Clark Blvd. , Clarksville, Ind. 19 
95-97 T.E. Freeman, 614 W. Madison St., 

New Carlisle, Ohio 7 

98-99 D. Wallace, Elliott, Iowa 6 
100 J. Wallace, Elliott, Iowa 6 
101-103 H. Krause, 26 Lincoln Dr., Cleveland, Ohio 4, 5 

104-105 C.M. Pearson, 222 Kentucky Ave., Tipton, Ind. 14 

106-107 T. Dvonch, 915 N. Elmwood, Oak Park, 111. 7 

108-109 B. Hinkle, 48 Reading Ave., Hillsdale, Mich. 22 
110-111 C.R. Satterfield, 1018 Ivanhoe Rd., 

Cleveland 10, Ohio 7 

112-113 C.T. Hamilton, Rt. 3, Box 301, Wooster, Ohio 4 

114-115 K. Bickel, 2000 W. Wilden St., Goshen, Ind. 9 

116-117 A. Fetherolf, Band Dir., Johnston High School, 
Johnston, Ohio 9 

118-119 A.W. Scheu, 1060 Saratoga Dr., Fairborn, Ohio 19 
120-127 M.D. Brown, 401 E. McPherson St., 

Kriksville, Mo. 20, 16, 11 

128-131 K. Brostrom, 938 -23rd Ave., Rock Island, 111. 7 

132-134 N. Johnson, 936 Judson, Evanston, Ill. 
135-136 R.E. Bliss, 429 Tyner St., Akron, Ohio 
137-139 Benny's Mobile Radio Svice., 2240 Windsor Ave., 

Roanoke, Va. 
140-144 D. Campbell, R.R. 4, Quincy, Ill. 

7 

B 

7 

7 
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145-146 R. Varner, R.R.1, Catlin, Ill. 
147-148 L.R. Carpenter, 478 Edith Ave., Akron, Ohio 
149-150 D. Crawford, 2902 Merriweather St., N.W., 

Warren, Ohio 
151-152 T. Miller, 31 Merriweather St., N.W. 

Warren, Ohio 
153 L. Richards, 811 Southern Blvd. N.W. 

Warren, Ohio 
154 L. Richards, 811 Southern Blvd. N.W. 

Warren, Ohio 
155-156 D.R. Scott, 502 W. 40 St., Ashtabula, Ohio 
157-161 D. Keller, 489 N. Walnut St., Wilmington, Ohio 
161-165 R. Madison, 1723 W.14 St., Ashtabula, Ohio 

B 

7,12,20 

11,7,20 

7 

7 

7,11 
9 

A 

166-168 J.H. Drobisz, o/s 745 Ahrens Ave., Lombard, III. 11 

169-170 S.R. Wells, 8796 N. Michigan Rd., 
Indianapolis 68, Ind. 11 

171 L. Maglinger, 1330 Rose Hill Dr., Owensboro, Ky. 7 

172 S. Maglinger, 1330 Rose Hill Dr., Owensboro, Ky. 7 

173-175 D.G. Mercer, Gen Del., Valiez, Ill. 
176-177 J.M. Wilson, 814 Corona R1, Bx 117, 

Round Lake, Illinois 7 

178-179 F. Worley, RR 3, W. Terre Haute, Ind. 9 

180-181 W.A. Gilbert, Comfort, W. Va. 10 
182-185 J.W. Orr, 1305 Ghent Hills Rd., Akron, Ohio 
186 M. Langenfeld, 722 Orchard St., Racine, Wisc. 19,20 

O 

6 %/rI,,,? , e . . .6 

j dé 
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Are tune ups torture? 
Are you tired of weak, ineffective signals? Tune your rig by 

the most effective method available. Tune up with a Delphi Field 
Intensity Meter model 112. 

U itt, 
Compact 

Uses no Power 

Monitors 
% Modulation 

only 

$9.95 
P.P.D. Anywhere 

in U.S. 

50 NC thru 500MC. .02 volts 11.111.S. average sensitivity. 
Complete with antenna and choice of rubber feet or magnetic 
clamp fur mobile use. 

Dealer Inquiries Invited 

DELPHI ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENT CORP. 
57 South Grand Ave. Baldwin, L.I., N.Y. 

187-190 J. Morehead, P.O.Box 5, Owensboro, Ky. 4 

191 H.D. Bates, R.R.# 2, Hillsdale 3, Mich. 7 

192-193 L.A. Fox, 813 S. Lincoln, Bloomington, Ind. 
194-195 D.A. Carpenter, 601 S. 16 St. Mt.Vernon, Ill. 11 

196-200 R.T. Stimble, 1052 E. Portage Ave., 
Sault Ste. Marie, Mich. 11 

201 D. Range, 265 Slade, Elgin, III. 13 
202-205 C.J. Cerny, 2393 Green Rd., Cleveland, Ohio 7 

206-207 G.R. Counihan, 11 S. Walworth Ave., 
Williamsbay, Wisc. 11 

208-209 F. Hillquist, 401 S 1st Str., Geneva, Ill. 7 

210 R.W. Bessinger, 161 Rensch Ave., Galion, Ohio 9 

211-220 W.S. Penn, 516 W. 6 St., Mishawaka, Ind. 17 

221-223 S. Lett, 226 Washington St., Tipton, Ind. 7 

224-225 W.L. Ries, 1712 Mohican S.E., Massillon, Ohio B 

226 W. Kahn, 3342 Maynard Rd., Shaher Hts. 22, Ohio 11 

227-228 M. Trogdlen, 1901 W. 17 St., Anderson, Ind. 7,9 
229-230 J.M. Epperson, 1620 Nichol Ave., Anderson, Ind. 7 

231-233 R. Bandelier, 1626 Wells St., Fort Wayne 7, Ind. F,4 
234 J.S. Silovich, 720 N. Main St., Evart, Mich. 7 

235-236 M. Silovich Jr., 720 N. Main St., Evart, Mich. 7 

237-239 T.M. O'Dell, 1401 N. Fayette, Saginaw, Mich. 1,7 
240-241 G. Le Baron, 5236 Richwood Dr., Edina 24, Minn. 7 

242-243 H.E. Johnson, 812 S. Ijams St., Garrett, Ind. 7 

244-245 J. Filiatreault, Rt. 5, Box 397, Antioch, III. A 

246-247 T. E. Peifer, 1044 E. Elmhurst Ave., Decatur, Ill. C 
248-250 A. Phillips, R.R.4, Box 17, Oak Hill, Ohio 16 
251-255 M.S. Moran, 324 Sunnyside Ave., Munster, Ind. A, C, D 

256-257 Bro. H. Henrisey, St. Meinrad Archabbey, 
St. Meinrad, Ind. 14 

258-259 R. L. Van Horn, 633 Fulton St., Sidney, Ohio 2,11 
260 J. Jenny, 8101 Hollybrook ct., Cincinnati, Ohio 5 

261-263 S.P. Koehler, 12901 W. Needham Dr., 
New Berlin, Wisc. 4,7 

264 C.J. Van Cura, 2210 S. Hoyne Ave., Chicago, Ill 7 

265 P. Godsey, 1316 S. Washington St., Bloomington, Ind. 11 

266-269 E.G. Sink, P.O. Box 2193, Loves Park, Ill. 
270-274 R.E. Gilfillen, R.R.#.1, Sidney, Ohio C 

275-278 P. Wood, R.R.#2, Deep River, Hobart, Ind. 14 

279-280 B. Dronsicle, 701 W. 47 St., Chicago 9, III. li 
281-282 A.O. Michaels, RFD 1, Box 237, Friendly, W.Va. 12 

283-286 J.R. Miller, 34 Circle Dr., Fairborn, Ohio A,C,D 
287-288 D. Pittsen, 1576 Canton Rd., Akron 12, Ohio 
289-293 R.C. Pearson, 908 41 Ave. N. Minneapolis, Minn. A 

294-296 J.E. Grabner, 3624 S. Lafayette, Ft.. Wayne, Ind. 3 

297 R. Sutherland, 3661 Collingwood S.W. 
Grand Rapids 9, Mich. 10 

298 G.L. Marshall, 2118 Vermont Ave., Connersville, Ind. 7 

299 D. Anderson, 2110 Vermont Ave., Connersville, Ind. 7 

300-301 J. Bennett, 30 Leaman St., Xenia, Ohio 14 

302-303 D. Finley, 703 1/2 S. 4 St., Terre Haute, Ind. 7 

304-305 R. Jones, 2517 Edgewater, Topeka, Kansas 4 

306-307 C.R. Hawkins, 115 N. Cedar St., Mason, Mich. 9 

308 A. Dittert, 3083 Becket Rd., Cleveland 20, Ohio 16 

309-316 C.M. Tuttle, Jr. Box 394, 4042nd S.A.C. Wing, 
K.1. Sawyer A.F.B., Mich. 9 

317-319 A.R. Kaeding Jr., 822 Harrison Ave. 
St. Joseph, Mich. A,9 

320 W.S. Bissler, 223 Linwood Ave.N.W.Canton, Ohio 19 

321-322 E. E. Cooley, 3335 N. 53 St., Lincoln 4, Nebr. 12 

323 G & S Sales, Box 166, Vermont, Ill. 
324 S.E. Weiland, 3039 W. Fargo Ave., Chicago, III. 7 

325-326 R. Drydanski, 104 Warren St., Calumet City, Ill. 9,14 
327-328 A.G. Hilf, 440 Needham Ave., Kent, Ohio 11 

329-332 D. Griffith, 15559 Wyatt Rd., E.Cleveland, Ohio 9 

333-335 M.D.Stratton Jr. 117 Kilmer Dr., Versailles, Ky. 7 

336-338 E.D.Pettit, 310 Field Maintenance Sq. ,Schilling AFB, 
Salina, Kansas 14 

339-341 R. Moyer, R.R.#1, Galion, Ohio 
342 M.J. Thibaudeau, 118 I St., Luxemburg, Wisc. 11 

343-346 T.A. Margwarth, 2025 E.Spruce, Springfield, Ill. A 

347-348 D. Jakoubek, RFD#2, Britt, Iowa H 

349-352 S. Hanshew, P.O.Box 265, Topeka, Ind. 7,9 
353-354 G.B. Woods, 318 Derby St., Bowling Green, Ohio 7 

355-358 G.T. Wahlstedt, 115 Rose Ave., Addison, Ill. 7 

359-360 B. Owen, 4454 Colfax Ave. S, Minneapolis, Minn. 7 

361-362 D.H. Owen, 4454 Colfax Ave.S.Minneapolis, Minn. 7 

363-367 R. Gulley, 807 Pennsylvania Ave., La Porte, Ind. A, B 

368-369 B. Renner, 2560 Ave.H, Council Bluffs, Iowa 
370-371 M. Brian, 1829 23 St., Rock Island, Ill. 
372-373 B. Hoge, 2685 Meadow Dr., Akron 12, Ohio B 

374-375 K. Bookwalter, 2708 E. Broadway, Logansport, Ind. 9,14 
376-377 L.G. Schetzsle, 734 Manchester Ave.Wabash, Ind. 7 

378-382 R.W.Ely, 333W. Carpenter St., Springfield. Ill. 
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SHOP ® 

11EIL 

4C41:2,1LT1NTTERffl 

The title "On The Counters" was taken 
literally by one of the guests at the Interna- 
tional Communications Fair last December. 
Someone walked off with a CB -4 "Little f one" 
hand held transceiver from the Hallicrafters 
booth. Dealers and CB service centers are 
requested to be on the lookout for the unit, 
which bears the serial number 404001- 
243000, and report to Mr. Bud Drobish ( 

Hallicrafters, Chicago 24, Ill.) if the lost 
child turns up. 

Vocaline (Old Saybrook, Conn.) is giving 
away nifty things called "Vocalogs." These 
are small CB log forms which contain a CB 
channel chart, signal strength codes, 10 - 
codes, and sufficient space for more than 20 
listings of local CB calls, operators' handles, 
addresses, etc. Drop a card to Bob May at 
the company if you would like some. 

Remember the contest which Browning 
Labs (100 Union Ave., Laconia, N. H.) was 
running in S9 to pick a name for their new 
23 -channel mobile rig? Well the winning 
name the "Drake," and the winner is Linda 
C. Miller of Fresno, Calif.. By a coincidence, 
the name "Drake" is the monicker used on the 
very first unit produced by Browning 25 
years ago. The original unit was a broadcast 
band receiver. 

Antenna Specialists (12435 Euclid Ave., 
Cleveland, Ohio) has just released a dilly of 
antenna called the M-103. This is a dual 
purpose antenna designed to be used for both 
CB transceiving and standard auto receivers. 
It looks pretty much like a regular non -CB 
auto antenna, with the exception of a small 
loading coil at the top. Anyway, there are no 
switches to push to switch back and forth 
from CB to AM and you can even transmit 
on CB while simultaneously listening to the 

regular radio-and there's no interference. It 
fits into a standard auto radio cowl mount. 
It's 46" high, but can telescope down to 31" 
when not in use. 

Here's an S9 advance scoop! Watch for 
Stoner Electronics (Box 7388, Alta Loma, 
Calif.) to hit the market shortly with some 
exciting Part 15 hobby gear. Currently under 
consideration is a low cost transistorized CW 
transmitter for mast mounting. It will send 
modulated CW. They've got lots of other 
Part 15 goodies, but we've been sworn to 
secrecy. All we can say is, "watch this outfit 
for big things in Part 15." 

A distributor in the mid -west is watching 
the Part 15 CB hobby trend and may shortly 
announce a line of gear for such operation. 

Craftsmen Instrument Labs .(60-30 34th 
Ave., Woodside, L. I., N. Y.) is ready to 
market a dilly of a transmitter which will 
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Don't guess ... be sure of 

peak CB performance with 

MICRO -MATCH® CITIZENS 

BAND POWER & SWR METER 

This compact, inexpensive Micro -Match Meter 
makes it easy to tune transmitter and antenna 
for maximum power output. It measures 
actual RF power output on an accurately 
calibrated 0-4 watt scale and standing wave 
ratio on an SWR scale. 

OTHER FEATURES 
Easy to read, simple to use Continuous 

reading, may be left in circuit No external 
power required Ideal for dashboard mounting 

Your local communications equipment dealer 
carries this efficient meter. See him today, or 
write us direct at Farmington Industrial Park, 
Farmington, Connecticut. 
Microwave Devices, Inc. 

(Formerly M. C. Jones Electronics Co., Inc.) 

SUBSIDIARY OF 

THE Le° 
CORPORATION 

operate on the 6 and 10 meter ham bands in 
addition to the 11 meter band. The unit runs 
both 'phone and CW and is equipped with 
a variable power control which can place the 
output anywhere between 5 mw and 50 watts 
-this means it is suitable for both Part 15 
and Part 19 uses, plus ham use with the flick 
of a switch. Price has not been announced 
yet, but the manufacturer told us that it be a 
"low cost" unit. 

Hallicrafters (Chicago 24, Ill.) has made 
the scene with a new unit too, their model 

CB -5 transistorized CB rig. Tiny in size, the 
rig features 6 channels, a full 5 watt input, 
1 microvolt sensitivity for 10 db S/N ratio, 
6 kc/s selectivity, 18 transistors, 9 diodes, 3 
instant heating tubes, squelch, optional tone 
call squelch plug in rear, plus the famous 
sleek Hallicrafters "look." Now here's another 
"plus," you can operate this unit in your 
mobile unit, in your home (with optional 
AC power supply) , or even use it as a port- 
able by operating it from a special "Portable 
Pak" holder which contains nickel cadmium 
batteries. Price category for the CB -5 is $200. 

19Q1872 
CB 

CALL 
SIGNS 

Order your call in neat 2 inch die cut letters 
with finished base. Just right for your fixed 

and mobile stations. Letters 3412" silver show - 

card stock. Base: Stained select quality 
wood. Price $1.00 Postpaid 

NEW PRODUCTS Dept. C 

Box 481 Grand Haven, Mich. 
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WARNING! 
THE TWO-WAY RADIO 

EQUIPMENT IN THIIS 
VEHICLE IS LICENSED BY 
THE F.C.C., AN AGENCY 

OF THE U.S. GOVERNMENT. 
TO TAMPER WITH REMOVE OR 

USE WITHOUT AUTHORI- 
ZATION IS A FEDERAL 
OFFENSE. VIOLATORS 
WILL BE PROSECUTED 

TO THE FULL EXTENT 
OF THE LAW. 

Here's an official looking FCC warning 
sticker of a somewhat novel shape. This one 
looks like a police shield and is red with white 
lettering. Printed on a rugged plastic ma- 
terial, it has a stickum back. They're avail- 
able 4 for $2, or 12 for 85 from KEJ0990, 
Box 383, Arcadia, Calif. 

Keltner Electronics (1045 W. Hampden, 
Englewood, Colo.) offers a jazzy new unit 

known as the "KELTNER 500," a power- 
house of 20 transistors and 13 diodes which 
go together to make up an ultra -miniature 
5 -watt 5 -channel CB transceiver. This is com- 
plete with squelch, PTT, electronic switch- 
ing, 3 IF stages in a superhet receiver, 2 

NONE OF YOUR 
BUSINESS 

or personal needs for CB radio 
are ignored by S9 

That's right! Only S9 covers each and every 
aspect of CB radio from personal, commercial and 
industrial uses to Part 15 legal hobby use-and 
each topic is covered with depth, candor, and ac- 
curacy by our staff of assorted CB authorities, 
experts and qualified tinkerers! 

Only one thing may be missing from S9, and that's 
where you come in! Is your name on our subscrip- 
tion list? If you aren't a subscriber, then your name 
and subscription are the only things left to be 
desired. 

So why not subscribe now and make the both of 
us happy? For a measley 5 bucks a year you can get 
an early copy (pre -newsstand) of S9 each and every 
month and be hep to the latest serious CB news 
from the "inside" rooms of the FCC and from 
normally closed manufacturers' private design labo- 
ratories. As a matter of fact, S9 has consistently 
devoted more pages -per -month to CB'ing than any 
other source. 

Ride with a winner, get on the BIG S9 band- 
wagon-but do it NOW! Use the postage -paid en- 
velope provided in the back of this issue and we'll 
rush your subscription through so you can't miss 
even one exciting issue. 

gi9 
300 West 43rd Street New York 36, N. Y. 
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stage preamp built into the mike, and all the 
other trimmings. So it only weighs 4/ lbs. 
It sells in the price class of $250. 

Here's a new antenna which has created 
a lot of talk in the New York area, the Astro 
Star -Burst, produced by the Astro Antenna 
Corporation of America, and distributed by 

Semco Electronic Measurements Co. (2 Rock 
Spring Road, West Orange, N. J.) It's 18 

feet high and has 8 radials 4/ feet each-and 
the manufacturer claims up to 7 db gain, very 
low angle of radiation, unity SWR with 
proper installation, water tight construction, 
constant impedance (rain or shine) ..It lists 
for $37. By the way, several fellows are using 
these in the New York area and have reported 
excellent results. 

Hofstrom Associates (P.O. Box 8640, Sa- 
cramento 22, Calif.) has a new DP -2 Cou- 

pler -Duplexer. For a $5 investment you can 
get this simple -to -build kit and run your 
broadcast receiver off your regular CB whip. 
It comes complete with all cables and con- 
nectors. 

If you would like further information on 
any of the items mentioned in this monthly 
S9 feature, fill in the Reader Service Card 
between pages 16 and 17 of this issue and 
return to our office. 

Before we dash off this month, we wanted 
to advise you that there's a hilarious story 
behind why e.c.i. electronics communica- 
tions, inc. never brought out a great squelch 
unit called the "Hush -it." Ask Pete or Irwin 
about it sometime. 

S9 Lab 
Reports 

THE TRAM TR -27B 

There are few, if any, Citizens Banders 
who have not had the experience of owning 
a unit with an excellent receiver and fair 
transmitter. Conversely, the combination is 

often one of an excellent transmitter and fair 
receiver. Rarely do you come across a unit 
that is excellent in both respects. The TRAM 
Electronics (P.O. Box 187, Winnisquam, 
N. H.) model TR -27B would appear to fall 
in this last and most desirable category. The 
clean looking silver and blue cabinet con- 
ceals a high performance transmitter and an 
excellent dual conversion receiver. 

There is a choice of eight switch selected 
Transmit/Receive channels with manual tun - 
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ing available at any point. An external crystal 
socket is available for quick change of trans- 
mit crystals on one channel. This unit also 
features such operating conveniences as an 
S -meter, spotting switch, squelch, full vari- 
able noise limiter, accessory speaker jack and 
built-in audio clipping and compression. A 
Turner 254 desk type push to talk micro- 
phone supplied with the unit completes the 
picture of this commercial grade piece of 
communications gear. 

The unit selected for test was taken at 
random from the production line and appears 
quite representative in both quality and per- 
formance. As with all such tests the first step 
is the reading of the instruction manual and 
schematic provided. The first item that 
caught our eye is the extensive use of tuned 
circuits in the receiver. A total of fifteen 
tuned circuits incorporating high -Q inductors 
is one of the reasons for this unit's excellent 
selectivity. The transmitter features the use 
of fundamental /-frequency crystals and the 
well known 5763 tube as a final amplifier. 
A pi -output network output stage is provided 
for efficient matching to any load between 
30-100 ohms. Switching is accomplished by 
use of a relay controlled by the push -to -talk 
microphone. 

Physically, the unit appears clean and un- 
cluttered. A large removable panel is provided 
for easy changing of transmit or receive crys- 
tals. The cabinet, panel and rear cover show 
good mechanical rigidity and good RF shield- 
ing. The chassis itself is roomy and well laid 
out. Components are rugged and appear to 
be operating well below their maximum capa- 
bility. This should lead to greatly extended 
service life of this unit. Lead dress, sub - 
chassis parts placement and mechanical 
mounting of terminal strips, and components 
shows evidence of careful thought and engi- 
neering know-how. The power supply utilizes 
a full wave bridge rectifier configuration with 
600 Volt PIV 750 ma diodes providing 300 
volts of B -plus. 

The receiver is best examined in stages. 
The first RF stage is a low noise dual triode 
feeding the first mixer. The first IF oscillator 
is crystal controlled at 31.5 MC to reduce 
image and spurious responses from other 
radio services. The resultant 4.5 MC IF is 
then fed through two double tuned trans- 
formers to the second mixer. The second IF 
oscillator is either crystal or manually con - 

T & C II TRANSCEIVER 

With all the deluxe features and per- 
formance you could possibly want. A 

new dual conversion 6 channel crys- 
tal controlled transceiver with tun- 
able receiver. S meter and signal 
strength output indicator, external 
crystal socket, auxiliary speaker ter- 
minal and universal power supply are 
only a few of the many plus features 
that make the T & C II outstanding. 
Deluxe chrome cabinet 199.95 

10% down $20" ($199.95) 

Order Today 
From Hamateur Headquarters 

THE Lew Bonn co. 

Distributors of Nationally Known Amateur Equipment 

Dept. 59 2 67 South 12th St., Minneapolis 3, Minn. 

Call, write or use coupon 

Attn: Joe Hotch Federal 9-6351 

Place my order for immediate delivery. 
Enclosed find $ 

Send complete specifications on Utica 
T & C II Transceiver 

Name- 

Address 

Call letters 

City__ -_. 
_ 

- .Zone State 

L J 
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Preserve your copies of e conveniently and eco- 
nomically in attractive easy - 
to -handle binder. Holds 12 
issues. 

Individual issues can be re- 
moved quickly and easily. No 
more precious time wasted 
searching for reference 
copies ... they're all within 
immediate reach in this 
handy binder. Maroon. Only 
$4 each. 
Specify what year you want 

stamped on your binder. 

59 Magazine 
300 West 43rd St 
New York 36, N. Y. 

N. Y. City Residents Add 3'l Sales Tax. 

BACK ISSUES OF el 
Kicking yourself because you 

missed out on the previous issues 
of 59? Well kick no more! We've 
got 'em for you. Which do you 
need- 

1962July, Aug., Sept., Oct., Nov., Dec. 

1963 Jan. 
They are 50¢ each. Write: 

59 Magazine 
300 West 43rd Street 
New York 36, N. Y. 

JAMES KNIGHTS 

"GOLDEN LINE" 

CITIZENS BAND 

CRYSTALS 

Dealer, distributor and 
manufacturer inquiries invited 

The James Knights Company 

Sandwich 9, Illinois 

trolled to produce the resultant 455 KC out- 

put. This output is then fed through a total 
of three tuned circuits and two IF amplifiers 

to the detector stage. The variable noise 

limiter and squelch circuit complete the trip 
to the audio amplifier and speaker. The 
speaker itself is a large oval type leading to 

excellent fidelity and quality. The transmitter 
utilizes a pentode oscillator/buffer driving a 

high efficiency final amplifier. Output from 

the final is taken by way of an air wound 
large diameter pi -network with an associated 
TVI trap. The modulator employs keyed 
compression to provide a maximum of effec- 

tive talk power. 
Bench and on the air tests performed pro- 

duced substantially the same results as those 
provided in the well written manual. Power 

output measured a full 3.5 watts with a 

measured 4.95 watts input. Audio output 
available measured 4 watts. Distant stations 
reported excellent audio quality and ability to 
punch through local interference and atmos- 
pheric noise. The receiver showed the fol- 
lowing characteristics. Selectivity was found 
to be excellent with a band pass of 5 KC. 

A local station with an S-9+ signal on channel 
9 had no effect on an S-3 signal on channel 
8. Sensitivity was found to be on the order 
of .1 microvolt for 6 db of quieting. The 
noise limiter action was smooth and squelch 
action positive with even the weakest signals 
producing adequate triggering action. S - 

meter accuracy was excellent with a meas- 
ured 50 microvolt signal applied at the an- 
tenna jack producing a reading of S-9. Dial 
tuning on manual was accurate and the gear 
mechanism used was free of backlash. Re- 
ceiver drift was found to be under 300 cycles 
per second from a cold start to the thirty 
minute point with virtually unmeasurable 
drift from that point on. The spotting switch 
performs the dual function of establishing 
your own frequency and also performing 
rough checks on the frequency of incoming 
signals. The instruction manual provides full 
information as to the use of this switch in 
calibrating the manual tuning dial should this 
ever prove necessary. 

In summation, this unit appears to be a 
very high quality transceiver that should 
easily provide many years of trouble -free 
service. It is not only easy to operate, it pro- 
vides full flexibility and features that will 
satisfy the most exacting and demanding 
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user. The use of components that are rugged 
and capable of far higher output levels will 
enhance the unit's life and reduce the amount 
of service required. In all respects this unit 
appears well made, well inspected and a good 
investment for the serious user of Citizens 
Band. 

Price class: $265. 

THE HEATH GWW-11A 

The most recent addition to the Heath 
line of Citizen's Band units is the new 
GWW-11A transceiver. This unit incorpor- 
ates a large number of changes both in cir- 
cuitry and ease of operation. Not the least 

of these is the large illuminated tuning me- 
ter located on the right side of the panel. 
This meter, while not calibrated in S, units 
serves the dual function of a signal strength 
and a transmitter output meter. Switching 
is automatic and performed by the push -to - 
talk circuitry. The internal changes are con- 
siderable. 

The transmitter is now a full three stage 
unit consisting of an overtone oscillator, 
driver and high -efficiency final amplifier. 
The final amplifier in this case being the 
interesting 5763 tube, long a work horse 
of the ham bands. Measured power output 
on the unit under test was in excess of 
three watts. The modulator consist of a 
6AQ5 driven by a 6AN8 mike preamplifier 
and audio amplifier. Modulation percent- 
age is held down to just below 100% with 
some clipping of high frequency tones evi- 
dent. The resultant clipped audio gives ex- 
cellent talk power to the rig. 

There are three transmit positions se- 
lected by a slide switch mounted on the 
right side of the cabinet. These operate in- 
dependently of the receiving mode selected. 
The transmitter appears to be right up in 
the class of units selling for two or three 

CROSSWORD SOLUTION 

from page 27 

QSL CESCO RF 
UTE BLIMP AC 
ORT EAGLE DC 

TARN ROI 
SPECS STATIC 
HARE PEAT 0 

AGS COP SR 
CA SILAS TRE 
KNEI TEL TICS 

BC I SECO 
ADO ZEROS WW 
LEN ELECT AR 
TRY NICKS NL 

NOBODY HAS SAID A CROSS WORD ABOUT 
S9. DON'T CROSS US UP, SUBSCRIBE NOW. 
WE WANT YOUR SUBSCRIPTION, CROSS 
WE NEED YOUR SUPPORT. 

LOBE 
ELECTRONICS 

GLOBE SIGNAL OPTIMIZER 7 in 1 CB TESTER! 
7 pieces of test equipment in one compact, portable, handsome 2 
pound case. 1. A watt meter 2. Modulation Monitor 3. Field 
Strength Meter 4. Antenna Output Meter 5. Checks and Tests 
Crystals 6. Measures Standing Wave Ratio 7. Measures Base or 
Mobile Antenna Efficiency. See it at your distributors now . . 

there's nothing like it. 
No. 65-518 7 in 1 CB Tester CB Net 47.50 

Send me free tester specification sheet. 
Wit+ 

SPECIAL C -B BOOK - Over 100 pages 
on how to use and get the most out of 
C -B. Regular $2.00 value now only 
$1.00 (Send cash or money order.) 

Name 

Address 

City Srate .¡ 

GC ELECTRONICS CO. ROCKFORDEXILLN 

ELECTRONICS, 

S A"i`e, "` 
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INFORMATION REQUIRED FOR A TIME PAYMENT 

PURCHASE AT AMATEUR ELECTRONIC SUPPLY 

see our ads in this magazine 

on pages 25 & 45. 

Even if you are not ready to make a purchase on 
credit today, send me the following information 
on a separate piece of paper. Do not put it in 
the body of a letter. If you have a message to 
send us enclose it with the credit application on 
a separate piece of paper. Once your credit has 
been ok'ed you will receive an attractive card 
showing that you are a preferred credit customer. 
All at no cost to you. List the following information 
on a separate piece of paper very carefully, ac- 
curately, and complete in every detail for quick 
credit approval: 

1. Your full name. Your age. Your Driver's License 
Number and state in which it is issued. 

2. Your wife's name (if any). Her age. Number 
of children (if any) and their ages. 

3. Your complete home address. How long have 
you lived there? Your telephone number, or 
nearest phone where you can be reached. 

4. List your previous address. How long were you 
there? 

5. If you rent, show the amount of payment. 
Also name, address, and phone number of 
landlord. 

6. If you own your own home, show the amount of 
payment (if any). The mortgage holders name, 
address, and phone number. 

7. Show name of employer, his address, and 
phone number. Your occupation. How long you 
have been there. Salary by the week. 

8. Show previous employer, his address, and how 
long there. 

9. If your wife is employed, show name of em- 
ployer, address and phone number. Her oc- 
cupation, and weekly salary. 

10. If own a car, show year and model. If it is 
financed, show by whom and their address. 

11. If you own your furniture, state so. If it is 
being financed, show by whom and their 
address. 

12. List the names and addresses of banks with 
whom you do business with. 

13. List at least five credit references, giving the 
complete street address, city and state. If you 
owe anything to these people, show the amount 
owed, and briefly the items purchased. 

14. List at least two relatives and one friend not 
living with you. 

15. Indicate the amount of credit desired and the 
length of time you desire credit. For instance, 
$1,000, for 36 months. 

Send the above information to speed 
a time payment purchase to: 

AMATEUR ELECTRONIC SUPPLY 
húa2 W. LISBON, lteLWAUKEE 8, WISCONSIN 

times the price. 
The receiver is a single conversion super - 

het with an IF frequency of 455 KC. This 
low frequency IF results in fair selectivity. 
Measurements made indicated selectivity 
on the order of 4 KC either side of center. 
This came remarkably close to the manu- 
fac»urers claims of 3.75 KC either side of 
center. Sensitivity also met the published 
specifications with a 1 microvolt signal pro - 
deg ten db signal to noise ratio. For the 
uniPfitiated this means that a signal of 1 

microvolt strength will produce a ten de- 
cibel rise in the AVC voltage when com- 
pared to the existing noise level. The noise 
level for this purpose being set at an optical 
zero line. An S9 signal for purposes of com- 
parison would represent a strength of 50 
microvolts at the antenna terminals. One S 

nett represents 6 decibels. Therefore this 
one microvolt signal will produce a reading 
of one and one half S units above the noise. 
Stability on the unit under test proved ex- 
cellent. Total measured drift was less than 
1 KC from a cold start to a point five hours 
later. The greatest drift being measured in 
the first three minutes of operation. Tuning 
calibration proved quite accurate with pre- 
selection of channels quite easy. The dial is 
calibrated from channel 1 through channel 
23, with vernier drive. The unit also fea- 
tures a separate crystal receiver channel 
with its own oscillator tube. This system 
leads to a high degree of stability and 
higher gain due to the higher level of oscil- 
lator signal injection. This is quite normal 
in units having both fixed and variable tun- 
ing. Squelch operation was both positive 
and smooth. The noise limiter circuit 
worked quite well with effective elimina- 
tion of ignition type noise. 

The microphone supplied with the unit 
is of the ceramic push to talk type with a 
coil -cord attached. The unit fs supplied in 
a combination of beige, white and brown 
that goes well with almost any type of room. 
Power supplies are available for 110 volt, 6 
volt or 12 volt operation. One supply being 
used for AC and another for either 6 or 12 
volt DC. The DC supply may be changed 
quite easily from 6 volt to 12 volt or vice 
versa. 

In summation, this unit appears to be a 
well engineered product and should give 
the user effective, efficient service. Price 
category $70.00 in kit form. 
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PART iS 
SCORNER 

by DEAN DETTON, NORTHERN 17 

59 MAGAZINE 
300 WEST 43 ST. 
NEW YORK 36, N. Y. 

Interest in the Part 15 program originated 
by S9 exceeded all of our highest hopes. Mail 
has been pouring into my office with assorted 
registration applications for S9's free Part 15 
identifiers and numerous comments from Part 
15 users. 

Hart Smith, CENTRAL 11, one of the first 
Part 15 authorities suggests that we keep all 
Part 15 transmissions horizontally polarized. 
By doing this we will greatly reduce any 
chances of interference between Part 15 sta- 
tions and Class C and D CB stations, since 
Class C and D stations are, for the most part, 
vertically polarized. The cross polarization 
will cut the interference by 20 db. Horizontal 
polarization will also greatly reduce ignition 

PART 15 CHANNELS 

Channel A 26.995 mc/s 

Channel B 27.045 mc/s 

Channel C 27.095 mc/s 

Channel D 27.145 mc/s 

Channel E 27.195 mc/s 

Channel F 27.235 mc/s 
Channel G 27.245 mc/s 

Channel H 27.265 mc/s 

interference from passing vehicle as ignition 
interference is polarized vertically. Consid- 
ering these very valid facts, we agree with 
Hart and suggest that Part 15 users use hori- 
zontal polarization for their base station op- 
erations whenever possible. 

Mark Langenfeld, CENTRAL 186, of 
Racine, Wisc., comments that prior to S9's 

APPLICATION FOR FREE PART 15 STATION IDENTIFIER CERTIFICATE 

To register your Part 15 "unlicensed" CB station with S9 and receive your special station 
identifier certificate, do the following: 

A. Fill in the application below, or facsimile if you don't want to cut your copy of 59. 

B. Enclose your completed application form together with a self-addressed stamped (5¢) 
envelope, in another envelope addressed as follows: 

Part 15 Department 
59 Magazine 
300 West 43rd Street 
New York 36, N. Y. 

C. Please do not request special identifying words for your station as all identifiers are 
issued in alphabetical rotation for ease of recording on our records. 

APPLICATION FOR PART 15 IDENTIFIER 

Name: CB Cali- 

Address - 

City: Zone: State: 

Part 15 Channel- Type of unit. 

No. of units: Date- 

Signature- 
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Part 15 coverage, most license -free units were 
simply thought of as units of some licensed 
CB unit. He feels that Part 15 is tops for ex- 
perimenting and for hobby use. He'd like to 
hear from others (locally and distant) who 
are truly interested in Part 15 "as Part 15." 
Mark (who isn't a Part 19 5 -watt CB'er, but 
who is a ham, WN9ETW) hangs his antenna 
at 722 Orchard Street, Racine, Wisc. 

Duff M. Neely, Jr., NORTHERN 236, of 
Lake City, Pa., uses his Part 15 units in his 
burglar alarm business for checking out "bad" 
circuits. Prior to receiving his Part 15 iden- 
tifiers from S9 he called his units "Walkie 
Talkie 1" and "2" which wasn't too good 
when there were 3 or 4 pairs of units all do- 
ing different things on the same channel at 
the same time. 

A number of Part 15'ers have written to 
ask if we would publish the International 
Morse Code (CW) so that they could get 
steam up on Channel B. We're reproducing 
the CW alphabet here for the benefit of those 
who are so interested. 

By the way, did you know that Joe Ostrow - 
ski, NORTHERN 141, of Rochester, N. Y. 

is using a homebrew VFO for Part 15 use? 

International Morse Code 

A- 
B -. 
C -- 
D - 
E 
F ..-. 
G -- 
H .... 

I .. 

J -- 
K - - 
L ._.. 
M -- 

N 
O --- 
P 
Q --- 
R - 

T - 
U - V- - W -_ 
X -.- 
Y --- 
Z 

Period 
Comma 
Question 
wait (55) 
Break(ér) - - 

1 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
0 

Error 
End of Tronsmissioncu - - 
End of Messoge(ña) - - - 
Fraction Bar (D-rd - - 

The International Morse code alphabet, together with 
numbers and most needed punctuation marks. Keep 
this at your operating position for convenience. 

He's using both kinds of CW (modulated and 
unmodulated) and also A3 ('phone). Look 
for him on all of the Part 15 channels. 

Keep those letters coming with news of 
your Part 15 activities. 

THE BEST IS NOW BETTER! 
TRAM introduces the TR -70B Mobile 
and the standards for CB mobile 
operation are now even higher! 

The mobile that outdistanced everything 
on the market has improved ! 

Improved: 
Transistor Power Supply 

Series Gated Noise Limiter 

"S" Meter and Relative RF Output Indicator 

Universal Mounting Bracket 

8 Transmit I Crystal Receive positions 

Front Panel Transmit Crystal Socket 

Two Improved Tube Types for even Finer 
Performance. 

As well as standard TRAM Features and Performance! 

70% or better Transmitter efficiency provides 3.5 watts 
guarantees minimum RF Output with 100% High Level 

Modulation. 

If a TRAM won't get through, nothing will. 

Receiver performance is legendary - 

Sensitivity - .l uv. for 300 milliwatts of audio 

Selectivity - 5 kc. << 6 db. Adjacent channels 60 db. 
down 

Signal to Noise Ratio - .3 uv. for 10 db. 

Incredible weak signal readability -plus the 

unmistakable signs of Quality. 

To hear from TRAM by return mail, write to: 
I 
T TRAM ELECTRONICS 

for detailed information and specifications. 
P. O. BOX 187, DEPT. B, WINNISQUAM, N. H. 
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BOOST RECEIVER SENSITIVITY TO 

10 TIMES! 
The NEW Raytronics NUVISTAPLUG gives up to 25 db gain when inserted in 

the RF amplifier tube socket of any receiver (CB, Ham, TV, FM, etc.). Cuts noise 

figure from about 6 db to less than 3 db. No wiring or circuit changes! Re- 

places directly in socket of any 7 pin pentode RF amplifier. Warrantied for 90 

days! When ordering, state type of tube the NUVISTAPLUG will replace (6AU6, 

12AU6, 12BA6, 6CB6, 6BZ6, 6DC6, 6DB6, etc.). Money back guarantee if you 

are not satisfied. 

ONLY $17.95 
postpaid N.Y.C. res. add 3' sales tax 

(No C.O.D.'s) 

RAV TRONICS 
nó 59 MAGAZINE 
300 West 43rd Street 
New York 36, N. Y. 

U. S. A. 
..111111F 

MPOEM 

tea *Kee * 
LOOK LISTEN 

FOR PEAK FOR TONE 

STOP-You're on Channel 

TRANSMIT 
CB CRYSTALS 

$199 3 
No. 
for $5.55 

12 for $21.50 

SPECIFY CHANNELS 1 THRU 22 
Ctrs. 

3rd Overtone '/2" Mtg' 

BOAT 

PERFECT 22 CHANNEL TUNING 
Audio -Visual 

No. RA -530 

$11995 
$7 MONTHLY 

No Money Down 

CBSPOTTER 
TRANSCEIVER 

* Tunable Receiver with XTAL Spotter 
* Dual Conversion Superhet 
* 12 Channel XTAL Transmit 
* With SHURE Mike 
* For 110 Volts AC, 6-12 Volts DC 

SPOTTER gives AUDIO and VISUAL signal when receiver is tuned to 

transmitter frequency. Ideal for mobile rigs, where the meter might not be 

easily viewed. 19 tube performance. Variable squelch. Built-in positive action 

"S" meter. 1 XTAL front panel mtg. Dual series gated noise limiter. 5 Watts 
input with 100% modulation. Output: 3 Watts or more. Illuminated dial. 
With channel 9 crystal. Size: 4'/s" H x 12'/" W x 7" D. Shpg.Wt.14 lbs. 

ACCESSORIES 
6 or 12 VOLT DC CABLE, No. W-430 $2.95 
MOBILE MOUNTING BRACKET, No. HW-46 $2.95 

LIMITED FRANCHISE DEALERSHIPS AVAILABLE 

Send me the RA -530 CB Transceiver @ 

Send me the W-430 DC Cable @ $2.95 

Send me the HW-46 Mtg. Bracket @ $2.95 

D Send me CB Crystals for Channel(s) 

D CASH 

D C.O.D. ($2 Deposit) 

D EASY PAYMENT 

D SEND ME FREE OLSON CATALOGS 

$119.95 MAIL YOUR ORDER TO 

(oison OLSON Forhio EL0 

S.ECTeRONICS, 
RONICS, 
., Akron 8,oINC. 3 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY ZONE STATE 
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ANIrIlENNAs 
by ED NOLL, KCC2618 
BOX 23 
CHALFONT, PA. 

CB AND THE DIRECTIONAL ANTENNA 
A properly designed directional antenna 

does have gain. However, an antenna is not 
an amplifier. It is said to have gain because 
the r -f energy supplied to it from the trans- 
mitter is sent out in a directional manner. 
If your CB transmitter supplies 3 watts to a 
simple vertical antenna (such as a quarter - 
wavelength whip) , signal energy is sent out 
in an essentially uniform manner in all direc- 
tions. The basic function of a directional an- 
tenna is to concentrate the 3 watts of r -f 
energy into a beam. In so doing there is less 
energy sent out in other than the preferred 
direction. Since more of the applied energy 
is sent out in some particular direction as 
compared to the energy that would be sent 
in that direction from a simple antenna, the 
directional antenna is said to have gain. 

If more energy is sent out in a given direc- 
tion, it means that any receiving antenna in 
this path will pick up a stronger signal. 
Furthermore if the receiving antenna is also 
directional, a higher pecentage of the signal 
that it intercepts will be delivered to the 
input of the receiver. 

It is apparent that by using a directional 
transmitting antenna more signal is sent out 
along its directional path. An additional im- 
provement can be obtained if the receiving 
antenna is also directional because it makes 
more efficient use of the incoming signal. 
This technique can be used for those CB 
operations that require communications be- 
tween base stations. In general the use of 
directional antennas for vehicular operation 
is impractical. However if the vehicular ac- 
tivities are localized in a given direction with 
relation to a base station, a directional base 
station antenna can be very helpful. 

As a matter of fact, the gain characteristic 
of a directional antenna, although beneficial, 
may not be the major advantage of a direc- 
tional antenna for CB operation. A directional 
antenna is helpful in reducing interference. 
The directional antenna is less sensitive to 
signals arriving from angles other than the 
favored direction. Therefore the receiver on 
the average is more quiet and is unsquelched 
less often by signals that do not arrive via 
the favored direction. Certainly, a directional 
antenna is not completely insensitive to other 
angles of arrival. However, on an average 
basis, it will permit quieter receiver opera- 
tion. 

Since the directional antenna concentrates 
the r -f energy in one direction, there is less 
energy radiated in other directions. Conse- 
quently there will be less interference caused 
to stations that are operating off of the path 
of the directional antenna. In fact, this tech- 
nique is used widely in radio broadcasting 
to minimize interference between broadcast 
stations operating on the same frequency. 

In summary, the advantages of the direc- 
tional CB antenna are: 

1. A stronger signal is sent out in a given 
direction. Thus you can more readily dom- 
inate the interference that may exist over 
this path. In some cases, the reliable range 
of transmission is extended considerably. 

2. There is less interference from stations 
operating off of the directional path because 
the antenna is less sensitive to signals arriv- 
ing from off -of -the -beam directions. 

3. By concentrating your energy in the 
favored path you send out less signal at other 
angles. Therefore, you are less likely to inter- 
fere with stations that are operating off of the 
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beam direction. 
The directional antenna has some disad- 

vantages: 
1. It is larger and more elaborate. It costs 

more. 
2. In general, the transmitter must be 

tuned more carefully to the antenna. The 
antenna performs best in one direction and it 
must be oriented carefully that direction. 
Hence the installation must be more pain- 
staking. 

3. If the signal is to be sent out in more 
than one direction, the antenna must be ro- 
tatable. This can be accomplished manually 
or by means of a husky TV antenna rotator 
or a rotator of the type used by radio ama- 
teurs. 

FRONT -TO-BACK RATIO 
Most of the directional antenna types ap- 

plicable to CB operations have some version 
of a figure -eight pattern as shown in Fig. 1. 

Simple vertical antennas have a circular or 

Max Max. 

Min. Min. Min. ED 

Max. 

Non -directional Bi-directional Directional 

Fig. 1 Basic Horizontal Radiation Patterns 

omnidirectional horizontal radiation pattern. 
A horizontal dipole has a figure -eight pat- 
tern, the two figure -eight lobes being iden- 
tical. The simple horizontal dipole is set to 
have a bi-directional pattern because maxi- 
mum signal is sent out in two directions. Less 
energy is sent out at the side angles. 

A directional antenna extends one of the 
figure -eight lobes and decreases the area of 
the other figure -eight lobe. In most practical 
antennas, the minor lobe is never completely 
eliminated. Sometimes there are additional 
minor lobes. Thus the off -the -beam radiation 
from a directional antenna cannot be reduced 
completely with any antenna design that is 
practical for CB operation. 

The ratio of the signal sent out in the 
desired direction as compared to the signal 
sent out in the back position is called the 
front -to -back ratio of the antenna. For ex- 

Terry, 18W3516, Owner of Ama- 

NG OF TRADERS teur Electronic Supply, says: 

rade in Your 
Present C/B 

Equipment on 

HAMMARLUND 
CB EQUIPMENT 

DOWN 
three years to pay 

NEW CB -23 

$229.50 
Only $8.10 

a month 
(3 years) 

FIRST crystal controlled 23 channel CB Transceiver 
within the reach of the average CB'er. Works on 
110 VAC & 12 VDC. 

low Payments on Hammerlund CB 
1 yr. 2 yrs. 3 yrs. 

H0-105TR C $229.95 $20.57 $11.22 $8.10 
C B-23 229.95 20.57 11.22 8.10 

DEALERS! Write for our wholesale price 
list on CB equipment and antennas. 

AMATEUR 

ELECTRONIC 

SUPPLY 
1-: Amateur Electronic Supply 

3832 W. Lisbon Ave., Milwaukee 8, Wisconsin I 
I Ship me a on channel (1 Free). 

IPlease install Extra Channels for_($5.95 per channel) 

I Enclose $ I will pay balance (if any) 
Iin: IDC.O.D. [31 Year D 2 Years D 3 Years I 
For: D 110 VAC & 12 VDC D 110 VAC & 6 VDC 

ISee page 40 for credit information. 

I want to buy a and want to trade I 
I a which was originally purchased In: 

Kit form D Wired 

$ 

In this form this unit originally sold new for 

Name 
I purchased it D New D Used. I 

Call 
Address 
City 7one State I Send FREE listing of used CB & Ham gear. 

SIMS 

I 
-J 
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A 
¡-z 

i Ì 

Ì 1 

1 i 

X0 

Front to OA 

Back Ratio OB 

Lower Front to 

Back Ratio 

Fig. 2 Front -To -Back Ratio 

ample the front -to -back ratio of the pattern 
shown in Fig. 2A is higher than that of -ex- 
ample B. When the front -to -back ratio is 
high it indicates that substantially more of 
the energy applied to the antenna is sent out 
in the desired direction as compared to that 
radiated in the back direction. 

THE PARASITIC REFLECTOR 

A simple form of directional antenna is the 
two -element style shown in Fig. 3. At the 
rear of the dipole or driven element there is 
a second element that reflects forward the 
energy coming off the dipole. It is called a 
"parasitic reflector" because there is no con- 
nection from the reflector to the transmission 
line system. When a reflector is used the 
energy is directed forward as shown by the 
arrow in the pattern of Fig. 3. 

44À 

.15X 

Line 
Driven Element 

Reflector Ì- Max. Gain 49X 
Max. FB .51X 

Fig. 3 Parasitic Reflector 

The reflector is longer than the driven ele- 
ment. The actual dimension in terms of wave- 
length are shown in Fig. 3. When maximum 
front -to -back ratio is desired the reflector is 
made somewhat longer than it would be if 
the very maximum gain is desired. 

A wavelength for any CB frequency can 
be calculated by dividing the channel fre- 
quency (frequency chart) into this constant: 

A 

IN INCHES 

11808 

FREQ. IN MCS 

For example, a full wavelength in inches 
for channel 3 would be: 

11808 
= - 437 inches 

26.985 

The length of the dipole or driven element 
for channel 3 would be: 

DIPOLE = .44 ,. = .44 x 430 = 192 inches 

Reflector dimensions for maximum gain 
and maximum front -to -back ratio would be: 

REFLECTOR = .49 x 430 = 214 inches 

REFLECTOR = .51 x 430 = 222 inches 

There can be various spacings between the 
driven element and the reflector according to 
the characteristics desired. However for prac- 
tical CB operations a spacing of approxi- 
mately 0.15 A can be used. Thus the separa- 
tion between the dipole and reflector is: 

SEPARATION = .15 ,i = 65.5 inches 

A similar calculation can be made for any 
one of the CB channels. It is quite possible, 
however, to build up a two -element antenna 
that will work very well over the entire citi- 
zens band. There will be no great difference 
in performance on any one channel as com- 
pared with the results obtained with an an- 
tenna cut for a specific channel. 

1 
65" 

192" 

215" .1 

Fig. 4 All -Channel CB Dipole and Reflector 

The dimensions for a compromise antenna 
of this type is given in Fig. 4. The driven 
element is dimensioned for channel 9 opera- 
tion while the reflector must be cut an ade- 
quate length to insure its operation as a re- 
flector on channel 1. The maximum gain 
dimension is used for the reflector. Thus it 

Continued on page 61 
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CB 
ANS11/iirERIVI N 

by LEN BUCKWALTER, KBA4480 

Editor's Note: Readers are invited to ask the 
CB ANSWERMAN any questions which they 
have regarding the CB service. Address your 
questions to Len Buckwalter, KBA4480, Wil- 
ridge Road, Georgetown, Conn. 

LIQUID TVI 

Why do I have more of a problem 
with TVI on rainy days than at other 
times? 

J. F., Kew Gardens, N. Y. 

A couple of possibilities present them- 
selves, all due to water on the antenna sys- 
tem of your rig or that of the TV set. Mixing 
with dirt or other agents, water can form 
a conducting pathway. One area of difficulty 
is at the terminals of the TV antenna. Over 
a course of time, corrision and other de- 
posits build up a signal -shorting bridge be- 
tween twinlead terminals. It's a rule that 
interference to television goes up as the TV 
signal to the set weakens. In dry weather 
an ordinary accumulation of dirt may not 
cause TVI. However, rain could introduce 
just enough moisture between the terminals 
to temporarily drop the TV signal into the 
interference region. So the answer here is 
a cleaning job between the twinlead termi- 
nals on the TV antenna. 

An even stronger possibility relates to the 
run of twinlead from antenna to TV set. 
When rain douses the length of line, the 
brown plastic insulation of the twinlead ab- 
sorbs water and significantly loses its ability 
to insulate the copper wires. In effect, the 
dielectric constant of the line is disturbed. 
Losses shoot up and the set is far more sus- 
ceptible to TVI. The solution in this case is 
replacing the conventional twinlead with 
stuff of higher quality. There are types avail- 
able which are more impervious to moisture. 

There's also the possibility that your CB 
antenna system is contributing to TVI. 

THIS MONTH'S BRAINWASHING: Subscribe! 

Water across the insulator that separates 
the "hot" and ground portions of the an- 
tenna could increase the SWR and produce 
radiation from the feedline. Wipe the in- 
sulator occasionally to keep dirt and water 
from aggravating the problem. 

REGULATOR HASH 
After installing special spark plugs 

and a generator capacitor on my car, 
I still get noise in the receiver. It seems 
to have little to do with the speed of 
the car or engine, but comes and goes. 

F. G., Kansas City, Mo. 

Sounds like a case of points sparking in- 
side the voltage regulator. You can do much 
to reduce it by adding two .I mid capacitors 
of the coaxial type. As shown in the sketch, 

This Wire Formerly Went to °B" on Regulator 

Coaxial 
Capacitor 

Mount Capacitor 
on Nearest 
Ground Bolt 

Add This Wire 

Voltage 
Regulator 

Add Similar Capacitor 

as Shown for ''B" 

they mount as close to the regulator as pos- 
sible with short leads throughout. Note that 
connections go to the following terminals 
on the regulator: B (or battery) and A (arm- 
ature). Be especially careful to avoid the 
F, or Field terminal, since a capacitor at 
this point interferes with the regulator's 
normal operation. 

Make clean connections, scraping away 
rust and grease that may prevent good elec- 
trical contact. 

FUSE 

I picked up a second-hand rig that 

Continued on page 60 
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Ai.l'qfIMF:»ZALN 

4Cr. YES.. S. ]NT491rE S 

Just so you wouldn't think that the only 
CB activity in Canada is in Quebec, we've 
got some interesting items this month from 
British Columbia in the far west and New- 
foundland on the east coast. 

Out in British Columbia they've got the 
"RADIO AID 16 CLUB," ably run by Bill 
Morrison, XM13027, of Duncan, B. C. For 
those of you who aren't familiar with the 
terrain of B.C., I might point out that it's 
pretty rugged and the population is sparsely 
located-therefore there are a great number 
of uses for CB. 

First organized as the COWICHTAN 
VALLEY RADIO -AID ORGANIZATION, 
the club is one of the oldest in Canada. The 
basic purpose of the club is to provide a 
reliable communications link for persons and 
organizations in need of such services, al- 
though they assume no obligations to provide 
such services. No dues are solicited and the 
club has no assets. 

Worthy as the organization is, it is reason- 
ably exclusive in its selection of members. For 
instance, you must be equipped for Channel 
16 operation, you must be a capable operator 
and know the 10-code,'and to insure the cap- 
ability of the operator, both written and on - 
the -air exams are given. 

So far, the club has been very well ac- 
cepted by the public, the R.C.M.P., Civil 
Defense and Air -Sea Rescue. Equipment 
used for these operations is mounted in cars, 
trucks, jeeps, motorcycles and even in air- 
craft belonging to members. Despite this big 
diversification, the volunteers who man the 
club can swing into action with only five 
minutes notice. By the way, being volunteers, 
they do not accept any type of payment for 
their services. 

Members of the club have assembled their 
own callbook which is constantly being ex- 
panded by new calls monitored on the air. 

by M. PAUL ARNOVITZ, XM52127 
1117 ST. CATHERINE ST. 

MONTREAL 2, P.Q., CANADA 

It's interesting that the club has discovered 
that various areas of B.C. have their own 
favorite channels. Some of the most popular 
are: Vancouver (XM1-1) on Channel 11, 
Victoria (XM1-3) Channel 11, and Duncan 
(XM 1-3) is on Channel 16. 

Out Newfoundland way, we have the 
NEWFOUNDLAND CITIZENS BAND 
CLUB, whose Secretary is W. Rex Stirling, 
XM66053, of St. John's. The president is 
Fred Holloway. Veep is Cliff Stephens of 
Electronic Centre Ltd. 

A recent addition to the Canadian CRS 
scene, the club was formed last August 13th 
with 9 charter members. By the second meet- 
ing, a week later, there were 40 members- 
that's what we call "rapid growth." Members 
aren't localized in St. John's, and a number 
of new members are located throughout the 
province. Meetings are once a month and the 
initiation fee is $1, with an additional $1 per 
month going towards dues. The money col- 
lected is placed in a treasury for the benefit 
of the club. 

Rex Stirling told your S9 reporter that the 
club had plans to accept as members any 
persons who have an interest in furthering the 
use of 11 meters. Once fully organized, the 
club will be able to implement its equipment 
in a manner so as to be effective and de- 
pendable in the event of any national emer- 
gencies, as well as being useful to local gov- 
ernments in the area should the need ever 
arise. 

The club meets on the second Tuesday of 
each month, but as yet has not decided on 
a regular gathering place. 

A novel aspect of the group is the beautiful 
trophy donated to the club by member John 
Haliburton of Canadian Assemblies Ltd. A 
two man committee was appointed to work 

Continued on page 60 
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Are you tired of reports (usually incorrect) 
that your modulation is low, distorted, etc. 
Or maybe you are tired of interminable argu- 
ments when you try to assist a brother CB'er. 
Well, in the Heath Monitorscope you will 
find the answer to getting the most out of 
your rig, and keeping that way; and you will 
find that you will become the local expert on 
performance. 

The Monitorscope is a device which tells 
you everything about modulation. It will tell 
you-accurately-what the percentage is, if 
the audio is clean or distorted, if the modu- 
lator has the capability to modulate to 100%. 
It is indispensable for speech clipper/com- 
pressor or preamplifier adjustments. In ad- 
dition the Monitorscope can "read" the re- 
ceived signal's modulation, and it can be 
used a medium gain general purpose oscil- 
loscope. Because the Monitorscope was origi- 
nally designed for amateur use, a single -side - 
band two tone test oscillator is provided. This 
circuit gives you a lkc. test signal output 
which can be used for CB tests. 

The Monitorscope has several inputs. For 
modulation measurements the scope is con- 
nected in series with the antenna feedline. 
Two SO -239 jacks are provided; you connect 
one to the transmitter and the other to the 
antenna-that's all-you are all set to "read" 
your modulation. With this connection the 
scope will display what is known as the en- 
velope or modulating waveform; you will see 
an actual picture of what your modulation 
looks like. If you can install just one con- 
nection in your transmitter you will obtain 
the familiar trapezoid pattern. 

The envelope pattern shows the exact 
modulating waveform. If you feed the trans - 

by HERB FRIEDMAN, 2W6045 
2271 KNAPP STREET 

BROOKLYN 29, N. Y. 

mitter with sine -wave signal ( tone) you will 
get a sine -wave display. If the pattern is 
clean your modulating system is distortion 
free. If distortion is present the pattern will 
be distorted. 

The trapezoid pattern is the easiest means 
of accurately indicating percent modulation. 
Unfortunately, it indicates primarily percent 
modulation, not distortion. Since the Moni- 
torscope provides instantaneous switching 
between the envelope and trapezoid con- 
nection you can quickly, and easily, deter- 
mine the condition of your modulation. 

If you do not have an AF signal generator 
(for accurate sine -wave envelope measure- 
ments) you can use the scope's internal lkc. 
signal which is available at a standard phono 
jack. 

Since the scope also has a medium gain 
vertical amplifier it can be used, just as a 
standard oscilloscope, to track down distor- 
tion or noise which developes in the pre- 
amplifiers. There is sufficient gain to permit 
servicing so far back as the microphone pre- 
amplifier. 

A special feature of the Monitorscope is 
that it can be connected to the plate of the 
IF amplifier, thereby providing an envelope 
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tay of the received signal. This connec- 
t is normal to the Monitorscope. Once it 

made the scope can instantaneously switch 
etween the received signal display, your 

trapezoid, or your envelope. 
If this all sounds too good you are right- 

there are a few limitations. First off, the 
Monitorscope can only be used to read the 
other station's modulations with receivers 
having an IF frequency of 455kc. or lower. 
While many CB rigs will fall into this cate- 
gory many won't; but this limitation is not 
serious since "the other fellow's modulation" 
is an extra. 

The big limitation is that CB rigs produce 
a very small pattern on the CRT. To ex- 
perienced operators this will be no problem. 
However, if you have never worked with a 
small pattern it might be annoying. This limi- 
tation can be easily avoided with the circuit 
shown in Fig. 1. 

'2 

02 PLI 

V 
Short Wire 

(No Ground 
Connection) 

PARTS LIST 

L1, 2 see text 
Cl 33 uufd molded mica 
C2 30 uufd ceramic disc 
J1, 2 coaxial jack 
PLI PL -259 

Fig. 1. Outboard RF bridging transformer. 

Fig. 1 is an RF bridging transformer which 
can be added as an outboard unit to the 
Monitorscope; it is built in a small minibox. 
J1 and J2 are coaxial connectors which match 
your existing equipment. J3 is a PL -259 
which mates with the scope's RF input jack. 
L1 consists of 8 turns of #24 enamaled wire 
closewound on a CTC PLS5-24CL/B coil 
form. L2 consists of two turns of #20 plastic 
insulated hook-up wire closewound on Ll. 
With the transmitter connected to J1, the 
antenna to J2, and the Monitorscope to J3, 
adjust the coil slug for maximum CRT pat- 
tern-that's all there is to it. The circuit has 
no adverse effect on SWR and will give 
nearly a full screen display. 

If you don't care to take the cover off your 
CB rig just leave the connections as given and 

R. F. Final 

Add to Transceiver 

TTi--(f 
1KV 
Cer.Disc 

L -----_J To 
Monitorscope 
Horiz. Input 

Fig. 2. Components in dotted box must be added to 
obtain trapezoid pattern. 

you will get what is called a modulating 
waveform pattern. As you modulate a dis- 
play of the actual modulation appears on the 
CRT. If you hit 100% modulation tiny bright 
dots appear on the baseline. If you exceed 
100% the dots become lines, if you under - 
modulate you get neither dots nor lines. The 
same applies when you are reading the other 
station's modulation. 

If you want a standard trapezoid pattern 
you only have to add the simple connection 
shown in Fig. 2. Using shielded lead, bring 
out the transceiver's modulating signal 
through a .05 mfd. capacitor. Notice that 
connection is made at the point where the 
modulated B+ feeds the plate and screen 
of the final RF amplifier. To permit easy 
servicing or quick disconnect it is best to 
install an AF output jack on the transceiver's 
rear apron. Contrary to popular belief, you 
cannot accurately judge percentage modula- 
tion by ear, nor can you measure it accurately 
with the so-called budget modulation meters; 
only a peak indicating device of the scope 
type can do the job accurately; and if you 
use a compressor/limiter or preamplifier you 
can have a distortion free talk -power hitherto 
unobtainable. 

The Monitorscope comes in kit form. It is 

not a difficult kit to build, but then again, it 
is not a "one tube breeze"-it will take about 
five evenings work. 

We leave you with one thought. If you 
have gone through endless microphone tests 
and received endless opinions, you are in for 
a rude awakening with the Monitorscope. 
The Monitorscope is not biased-it is not in- 
fluenced by personal opinion or technical ex- 
pertise-it will tell you the exact truth about 
your signal. 

MI11 
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CB 
CASE BOOK 

by LEE AURICK, 2W2870 
MT. PLEASANT RD. RFD 1 

COLUMBIA, PA. 

Shades of John Silver-and visions out of 
the romantic past of every sea saga we've 
ever read come to mind with the exciting 
story that Marine Specialists, Flint, Michigan 
are enacting every day on the Great Lakes. 

Your S9 reporter asked Mr. Calvin De- 
Viney, the president, to tell you about the 
remarkable uses he has found for CB radio 
in the unusual sea -going business of under- 
water exploration. 

"We have approximately ten units in use. 
These include the office, cars, an airplane, 
and several boats. We enjoy about 40 miles 
range over water, and about twenty miles 
over land. In fact, I believe you could con- 
sider this as a minimum distance, as we can 
usually work further than this under normal 
conditions. 

"We are primarily engaged in diving and 
underwater salvage, and in the course of this 
work we do considerable underwater photog- 
raphy as well. Our work usually involves 
search and salvage of ships that once sailed 
the Great Lakes, and were lost. Many of them 
a hundred years or more ago. There is little 
information to go on, and what records were 
kept in those days are either lost or have 

been destroyed also. We are constantly look- 
ing for historical items that may have become 
lost or been hidden for any number or rea- 
sons. Some of these are cannon or guns that 
have been thrown overboard or buried on 
land. Our work customarily deals with the 
underwater end, but we check out all stories 
of this type, particularly if there is treasure 
involved, no matter where they are. Metal 
detectors and other electronic devices are 
our stock -in -trade, and just as important to 
us as all the other modern equipment in- 
cluding planes, boats, a large inventory of 
diving gear, and our most recent addition, 
our CB radios. 

"When weather and water conditions are 
right, it's a relatively easy job to sight a wreck 
from the air. Of course, you have to know 
what you're looking for. The inexperienced 
observer could pass right over a large wreck, 
and never think twice about it. We used to 
have the problem of directing a boat to the 
wreck scene. From water level some wrecks 
are absolutely invisible. Now we are able to 
position a boat directly over the site by means 
of radio, and a diver checks it out on the 
spot. If time doesn't permit immediate in- 
spection, we may hang a buoy at the scene 
for future examination. 

"One of the problems that plagues a busi- 
ness like ours is that often a piece of equip- 
ment, or even personnel, will be on one boat, 
when it is discovered that the gear or the 
individual is required on another boat. Radio 
promptly arranges a rendezvous, and the ex- 
change is made, frequently between boats 
that were well beyond sight. 

"By means of CB radio I am constantly in 
touch with my office. This is important in a 
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business where minutes are often as precious 
as the artifacts we recover. We operate on 
CB channels 4, 9, 11, 13, and 21, mostly 13. 

"My job requires constant travel and con- 
tact with both clients and prospective clients. 
I frequently find myself in a strange town, 
and it is mighty comforting to be able to 
receive helpful and friendly information in 
finding a certain street or address. I have 
found that most CB's are very friendly and 
will go out of their way to help a stranger 
in this manner. I find many other divers use 
CB radio, and in my travels I am able to make 
contact with them and discuss things of mu- 
tual interest in the underwater world. In this 
connection, I'd be interested in hearing from 
other S9 readers on any information they may 
have on the subject of lost historical items, 
sunken ships, and of course, treasure. 

"We operate from many spots on the coast 
of the Great Lakes where there are few or 
no navigational aids. Many spots do not even 
have lights. By radio we can arrange to have 
a vehicle at the exact spot on the shore we 
intend to land. At night, this is a great ad- 
vantage. In fog, it is a necessity. 

"On several occasions our boats have been 
caught in very bad weather. Some of our 
crews have been forced to spend a week at 
a time on a small island. At a time like this 
we wouldn't trade our CB rigs for all the 
treasure in the world. It means that we can 
talk to our families and assure them of our 
safety, and, should we be in serious difficulty, 
even notify the Coast Guard of our position. 
CB radio plays a very great role for us in 
heavy fog. Without our radios we would often 
spend many hours waiting for a fog to lift 
before we would be able to return to shore. 
Now, with someone on shore listening for 
the sound of our motors, and guiding us by 
means of radio, we make almost as good time 
as in clear weather. At night, they advise us 
of our exact position in relation to pilings, 
reefs, and sandbars. 

"I try to keep in constant touch with other 
divers about their progress on wrecks on 
which they may be working. CB radio helps 
us to act as a clearing house for information 
on artifacts found by us and other divers. In 
this way we are able to expedite the sale 
of the items we recover by finding buyers 
almost as soon as we bring them aboard. 

"The actual diving season on the Great 
Lakes is relatively short. We make the most 

of our plane to spot areas to be investigated, 
and this means money to us. Before we had 
our radios we flew around and made rough 
charts of promising areas, and would then try 
to find them again by boat. We found that 
many landmarks look different from the air 
than when you see them from the water line 
of a boat. It would be difficult to determine 
the number of hours saved by our radios in 
this manner alone. I only know that I 
wouldn't want to go back to the old way of 
doing things. 

"We don't usually refer to our work as 
treasure hunting, but this is what it mainly 
consists of. So far we haven't found any great 
treasure. Just ships' bells, anchors, binnacle 
or compass stands, and other parts of the 
ships that we sell to collectors. If any S9 
readers are interested in an anchor for the 
lawn, we will try to supply the item our- 
selves, or through another diving company. 
Eventually we will find one of the great 
treasure ships with a load of gold, copper, 
silver, whisky or some other valuable cargo. 
So far they have eluded us. 

"The steamer WESTMORELAND went 
down in Lake Michigan near Frankfurt, in 
1854. She is alleged to have a cargo of whisky 
as well as $100,000 in gold on board. This 
ship has high priority on our list of desirable 
recoverables, but there are also several other 
good targets on the Great Lakes that we don't 
talk about too much. Winters we spend doing 
research on these ships and digging up and 
piecing together what scraps of information 
we can find. 

"Our dream is a museum of the many 
things we find on the bottom. This requires 
a lot of capital, and will have to be postponed 
until we find our sunken ship. It does hurt 
us to have to sell some of the artifacts we 
find, and to see them scattered all over the 
country. However, we see the museum not 
far off, and we keep records of where our 
finds go in the hope that we may be able to 
recover them for the second time in the near 
future. 

"Without CB our work would take longer, 
cost more money, and would certainly not be 
as pleasant. The element of danger would 
also greatly increase. 

"One of my men recently summed up our 
feelings about CB radio when he said he 
would rather leave the compass behind than 
the radio, when he went out. This is quite a 
the radio, when he went out. 
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by DON STONER, 11W1507 
BOX 7388 
ALTA LOMA, CALIF. 

THE DECIBEL, WITHOUT 
"But Sam," he frowned, "that new antenna 

you sold me hardly works any better than my 
ole' ground plane. According to the ad sheet, 
it's supposed to have 3 db gain. What gives?" 

Sam set down his Globe "Signal Opti- 
mizer" and slid the CB rig he was working 
on toward the back of the bench. "My boy," 
Sam drawled, "Do you know what a db is?," 
he inquired. Young KEK5301 was slightly 
taken back. "Well not exactly, Sam, but I 
know it's good!" "You might say that," Sam 
chuckled, "if you're getting 'em. But they're 
bad if you're giving them up! The only way 
to understand why your new antenna didn't 
rock everyone on channel 9, is to learn more 
about decibels, or db's. 

"You might think of db's as a different way 
of counting. Our common numbered count- 
ing system deals in units-four units, nine 
units, etc. They can be apples, or oranges, 
or CB'ers for that matter. The decibel system 
originally was for measuring sound levels 
and is based on the bel. Thus, a decibel is 
1/ioo of a bel. Three db's is the smallest unit 
of sound which the human ear can detect. 
Therefore, plus 3 db is a barely detectable 
increase in volume, while minus 3 db is a 
barely detectable reduction. 

"Whether we are talking about sound or 
the power from your CB rig, db's don't deal 
with units, they always express ratios and 
can be either an increase or a decrease in 
something, rather than plus, or minus, or 
times. When we talk about power output of 
your CB rig, 3 db's is considered to be a ratio 
of 2 to 1. Thus, plus 3 db represents a dou- 
bling of power while a 3 db loss is half power. 
If the coax cable up to your antenna had a 
3 db loss, you would only have half as much 
power at the antenna as you did at the trans- 
mitter output. Here's something else amazing 
about our friend the decibel. 10 db always 

PAIN 
arks out to be a power ratio of 10 to 1. 

For example, let's take a 1 watt transmitter 
and increase its power by 3 db. Now the 
output is 2 watts. Another 3 db makes the 
power output 4 watts. If another 3 db in- 
crease is added, the output rises to 8 watts. 
A fourth increase in power of 3 db brings the 
output to 16 watts which is 16 times the 
original power. If we had added one more db 
at the third db point, the increase would 
have been 10 times or 10 watts output. The 
same ratios hold true at any power level; if 
the transmitter had originally 10 watts out- 
put, a 10 db increase would bring it to 100 
watts. 

"If you continued adding 3 db increases 
to our 1 watt transmitter, you would discover 
that when you reach 20 db the output was 
not 20 times but rather 100 times. And if 
you continued even further at 30 db, the 
power would be 1000 times and so on. Thus, 
you can see that 10 db represents a 10 times 
increase at any level. Therefore, 20 db means 
a 10 times increase of a 10 times increase. 
By the same token, 30 db means a 10 times 
increase of whatever you had at 20 db, which 
is the same as saying 1000 times. 

"One of the reasons for using db's is to 
avoid some rather enormous numbers. A 
1000 times (30 db) is not bad, but what 
about an amplifier with a 60 db power gain? 
This represents a million times increase. It is 
not at all uncommon for an amplifier to have 
a power gain of 90 db which would be a 
billion times! From this explanation, you can 
see that as db's are increased, what the ratio 
represents goes up much faster. If the db's 
are increased in a linear manner, the resultant 
is said to increase in a logrithmic manner. 

"Now that we see how db's effect our trans- 
mitter power, let's investigate what they do 
to a CB receiver. Many receivers include an 
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PRESS -TIME FCC FLASH! 
A trade association known as the Communica- 

tions Equipment Manufacturers Association which 

will act as a spokesman for this segment of the 

industry has been formed it was announced today 

by John H. Artesani of Metrotek Electronics in 

Raleigh who has been elected president of the 

new group. 
The CEMA group was formed after a meeting 

of interested manufacturers at the International 
Communications Fair which took place at the 

New York Coliseum on November 28 thru Decem- 

ber 2nd. Membership in the new Communications 
Equipment Manufacturers Association is open to 

all companies manufacturing equipment or re- 

lated products directly associated with the com- 

munications industry. 
The primary objectives of the new organization 

are as follows (1) To provide a representational 
group in Washington which will make recom- 
mendations, suggestions and petitions to the FCC 

on any and all matters which might effect the 

status of the industry or any of its members, (2) 

To prepare an educational program and public 
relations campaign to the public, to make the 

public better aware of the values and benefits 
which derive from the use of two-way radio 
equipment, (3) To set up committees for standards 
and ethics which will attempt to up -grade the 
general level of advertising and soles practices 
within the industry, and (4) To provide liaison 
between the manufacturers and the federal gov- 
ernment in the event of military mobilization. 

The following companies have officially joined 
CEMA as charter members: Browning Laboratories, 
Cowan Publishing Corp. (Publishers of 59), Crater 
Lake Antennas, e.c.i. electronic communications, 
inc., General Radiotelephone Co., The Hallicrafters 
Co., Hammarlund Manufacturing Co., Heath Com- 
pany, Horizons Publications, Hy -Gain Antenna 
Products Co., Metrotek Electronics, Inc., Osborne 
Manufacturing Co., Inc., Pearce -Simpson, Poly- 
tronics Laboratories, Sampson Co., 10-4 Magazine 
Corp., Tram Electronics, Utica Communications 
Corp., and Ziff -Davis Publishing Co. At the present 
time CEMA is in an organizational stage and 
actively recruiting new membership. 

The officers elected at the initial meeting are: 
President, John H. Artesani, of Metrotek Elec- 

tronics, Inc., Vice President, Frank Lester of Ham- 
marlund Manufacturing Co., Vice President, Gar 
Greene, Sr., of Browning Laboratories, Secretary - 
Treasurer, Dick Salam of Utica Communications 
Corp. 

These officers represent a steering committee to 
actively solicit new membership and any company 
interested in learning more about CEMA-its ac- 

tivities and membership requirements are invited 
to contact any of its executive officers. 

S -meter to indicate the strength of incoming 
signals. How does the decibel or db change 
in radiated power effect the meter? 

"Most manufacturer's design their S -meter 
circuits so that S-9 on the scale represents 
50 microvolts (50 millionths of a volt) at 
the antenna terminals. Normally, a doubling 
of received power causes the meter to in- 
crease one unit. However, some manufac- 
turer's use the `soft' unit which results in 
a two S unit change for the same power in- 
crease. This of course makes the receiver 
seem `hotter.' 

"So Bill, that's the story on db's. Let's see 
how it applies to your particular problem. 
When you put up your new antenna, I'm 
sure you got that 3 db increase that the manu- 
facturer claimed for his antenna. This meant 
that your effective radiated power was dou- 
bled. If you were getting 3 watts to the an- 
tenna before, the new antenna gave you the 
same range as if you had put 6 watts into 
the old antenna. At someone's receiver, this 
increase probably moved their S meter at 
one unit. But remember earlier, I said that 
you can just barely hear a 3 db increase. 
That's why everyone did not set up and take 
notice when you put your new bomb on the 
air. In fact, the only way that anyone could 
tell the difference was if you had switched 
from one antenna to the other. Since you had 
taken down your old antenna there was no 
basis for comparison." Sam wound up his 
dissertation. "Don't get me wrong tho, the 
antenna and those extra 3 db were certainly 
worth what you paid for them. At the very 
extreme limit of your range, where copy was 
marginal, that 3 db can make the difference 
between being heard and not." 

"O.K. Sam," replied Bill with a pleased 
look for the first time that morning. "I didn't 
want to take the antenna down anyway. Be- 
sides, I understand the trade-in's around here 
are pretty bad," he smerked. 

"No," laughed Sam, "I'll take the db's back, 
but I sure don't need the antenna." 

FREE 
111111111111W-2. 
station identification certificate 

see PAGE 4 
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INDIVIDUALS AND CLUB MEMBERS!! 
SEND US ITEMS FOR THIS COLUMN! 

TO JOHN KREJC, 2W4586 
40 LANZA AVE. 

GARFIELD, N. J. 

WANT TO MAKE MONEY? 59 has a nationwide 
staff of AREA PUBLIC RELATIONS EDITORS who 
act as our representatives in the field. We are 
always looking to expand this force with good 
workers. Our A.P.R.E.'s can earn some nice 
money too, and many are already supplement- 
ing their regular incomes substantially by rep- 
resenting us. We're especially interested in 
persons to act in this capacity in the following 
call areas: 2, 6, 9, 14, 16, 17, 18, 19, 22, and 23, 
although ambitious S9'ers in all other areas 
will also be most welcome. Drop us a note and 
tell us about yourself. 

Static, the club paper of the Wabash Valley Citizens 
Radio League, Inc., are looking for anyone who is 
interested in joining the Vigo County Special Asan. 
should contact Richard Eppley. The Assn. is in the 
process of equiping all their cars with CB units. To 
date, 6 members have been interested enough to attend 
their meetings. Club stickers are available from club 
Treas., Bob Mckee at 35 Kt per sticker. 

The Tri -County Communications Net are still looking 
for volunteers for the Bulletin (club paper) staff, but 
up to date they have received no help. Come-on fellows 
how about lending a hand. All who are interested should 
contact Robert F. Durnin, 1W7200, P.O. Box 102, Dover, 
New Hampshire. Bob is also president of the Net. 

Have you seen the flashy cover of the "The Voice of 
Dixie," The Dixie Citation yet-we dig those colors. 
Editor of the fine publication is Ted Robertson, 
KDB3810 and is assisted by Lee Whitmire, KDB2644. 
Staff writer is David Hall, 6Q2054. Let's all rally around 
President Larry Peevy and show him that you are still 
interested in the club as a whole and attend the next 
meeting in force. Any club who has a paper, they will 
be happy to exchange paper for paper. Write-The 
Dixie Communication Club, Inc., P.O. Box 136, De- 
cautur, Georgia. 

The Keystone 11 Meter League members are taking 
Red Cross training and are being taught by Paul Haupt. 
The class is for anyone that would like to learn First 
Aid, how about you. The club held its Pre -Christ- 
mas on Dec. 3rd. Presents were exchanged by members, 
but didn't exceed $3.00 in value. President of the 
Trappe, Pa., club is Jack Hartman, 3W2205. 

The Kern County Citizens Radio Assn., of California 
recently provided communications at the Open Golf 
Championship here. Along with assisting the Kern 
County Sheriff's Dept. during the recovery of a drown- 
ing victim in the Kern canyon area, they were credited 
with having assisted in saving buildings and property 
valued at $60,000 from destruction. President of the 
highly efficient organization is Berry L. Aubrey. The 
club monitors channel 9-24 hours a day to assist 
persons traveling through the county area who might 
need help of any kind. Also they are available to provide 
additional necessary communications for all police, fire, 
civil defense agencies in the county. 

New president of the Delaware Valley Citizens Radio 
League is Sid Stokes, 3Q1079. See you soon, Sid. 

Recently the Eaton County Civil Defense held a prac- 
tice run for CB mobiles in which the Lansing CB'ers 
did a wonderful job of tracking down the "lost" mobile. 
The 6 Watter CB club of Lansing, Michigan held their 
annual Halloween Party on October 21st. 

The November meeting of the Metropolitan Citizens 
Radio Association was held at Wilder Hall, Hingham, 
Mass. The theme of the meeting was a free fall tune-up 
consisting of a frequency check, peaking, and receiver 
line-up on all sets. President of the club is Ed Lambert, 
1W4895. All correspondence to the club should be di- 
rected to Pat Sands, Secretary, P.O. Box 235, Cohasset, 
Massachusetts. 

New president of the Middle Georgia Citizens Radio 
Club for 1963 is Harold Norman, KDB3912, Vice presi- 
dent, R. T. Watson, KDB5775, Secretary, Elmer Stevens, 
6W2395, Treasurer, Maj. M. L. Holland, KDB3878. Good 
luck boys. 

From Donald Parrott, KGB0186, of the Metropolitan 
Denver Citizens Radio Club, comes the news that on 
Saturday, Nov. 10th, two airmen from Lowry Air Force 
Base in Denver were exploring in an old abandoned 
mine near Idaho Springs, Colorado. Airman Chester 
West of Rye, N. Y. slipped and fell 150 feet down a near 
vertical shaft in the early afternoon. From the time 
of the first word of the accident until the locating of 
the airman, ten hours later, and his rescue some 13 
hours later, the group established communications, dis- 
patched equipment and supplies, was in constant word 
with Lowry Air Force Base, located the Commissioner 
of Mines and informed him of the alert, contacted the 
local doctor the minute the airman was found alive, and 
relayed important messages, such as food for the res- 
cuers to be prepared for pick-up, summoning the local 
police to the scene when they were needed. All that we 
could say-FINE JOB TO THE CB'ERS WHO AS- 
SISTED. 

By CB'ers for CB'ers, The Carrier, club paper of the 
5 Watt Wizards Citizens Band Radio Club of San 
Bernardino Valley, California. Editor and personal 
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friend of mine is Jack Kinsey, 11Q5345, Hi Jack. The 
paper has appointed 3 new reporters starting with the 
edition that we received. Ron Morey will report on the 
news from Riverside, Scotty Brown from Fontana, and 
Don Ruggles is the news hound in Yucaopa. Welcome to 
the staff, fellows. President of the club is Walt Belknap. 

Cecile Houck, 19Q4056, Communication Officer and 
recording Sec'y of the 19-20 Club, Pa., tells of their 
membership of 70 in which the club covers three coun- 
ties in Ohio and Pa. 

Congratulations to Jack Dold, KHA9478, on his re- 
cent appointment as Editor of the Maumee Valley CB 
News. The Rescue and Communications Squad members 
who are giving of their time and effort toward the 
betterment of the Fort Wayne CD program have the 
best wishes and appreciation of the MVCBRA. Looks 
like everyone is taking First Aid courses in the club. 

The last meeting of the O -K CB Club was held at 
Georgetown, Ohio, in which a good crowd was on hand 
for the election of officers. Officers elected were: Harold 
Edington, president; Hal Clark, Secretary and Vic 
Henderson was reelected treasurer. 

Approximately 200 people attended the recent meeting 
of the Citizens Band Clubs of the Ohio Valley held at 
the Fair Grounds, Lucasville, Ohio. One of the high- 
lights of the day was a talk by Paul Thacker. The Ohio 
Valley CB News is published each month at Brooks- 
ville, Ky., P.O. Box 404. 

From the Ken -O -Valley Club, of Raceland, Ohio, 
comes the news of Roger Kilgore has been elected presi- 
dent. Five new members joined the club this month. 
This active club has signs ready to go up on all main 
roads welcoming CB'ers. The club monitors 9. 

Club "23" of the Louisville, Kentucky area informs 
us that they have 36 members in the club at the present 
time. Vice president of the club is Terry Heick, 18Q- 
6255. 

We, at S9 say "welcome back to the Southern Cali- 
fornia 11 Meter League." We are happy to have your 
organization hack after its period of inactivity. By your 
cooperation and enthusiam the 11 Meter League should 
have an excellent opportunity for remaining active and 
for this we hope that each and everyone gives their 
most to accomplish this feat. President of the newly 
reorganized group is Lou Ellis, 11W3242. Good luck, 
Lou. 

The Western New York Emergency Net was organ- 
ized July 1, 1962 with Richard Kwitek as president. 
The Net is not a social organization and dues are kept 
to a minimum. Membership is open to all CB'ers and 
Hams. At present, the Net has fifty members and is 
expanding rapidly. The Net covers a wide area which 
is now being expanded with relays so that there will 
be a solid line of emergency communications. Address 
all inquiries to Charles Di Rosa, 165 East Avenue, West 
Seneca 24, New York (KIC3732). 

Ocean County Emergency Aid Network, members 
contributed over 100 man-hours to the boro of Lake - 
hurst. N. J. in a successful effort to keep vandalism to 
a minimum. Fifteen members participated in the three 
night event. Pres. of the group is Fred Shapre, 3Q1055, 
Lakewood, N. J. Meetings are held the 2nd Wednesday 
of each month at the Ocean County Court House, Toms 
River, N. J. 

North Alabama Citizens Band Radio is now monitor- 
ing Channel 1 on a 24 hour basis and also have an Air 
to Ground and Marine rescue squad available here in 
the Huntsville area. The club meets at the Naval Train- 
ing Station. 

Dick Murphy, 1901727 writes the Vulture Valley CB 
Club, from Roscommon, Higgins Lake, and Houghton 
Lake, Mich., monitors Ch. 11 all day and Ch. 7 at night 
for emergencies. 

Among the new clubs in the 3rd area are the "11 
Meter Modulators." who meet the 1st and 3rd Wednes- 
day of each month at the Old Town Hall, Bayville, N. J. 
The presidency of the group is rotated at each meeting, 
with the CB'er with the oldest call letters presiding. 

Sec'y of the club is Mary Mitchell, Ocean Gate. Mem- 
bers primarily formed the club as a social group in 
order to keep CB chit-chat off the air and to allow 
CB'ers in the area to meet each other personally. 

Lots of luck to the Ingham County CB Club. They 
held their first meeting Sept. 23, in Mason, Mich. Meet- 
ings are held the fourth Sunday of the month. 

Bill Nichlos, 19Q0536, writes the Tri-State 11 Meter 
Club closed the season with a free Christmas party for 
the members. This club is very active with the local 
authorities, and law agencies in helping with traffic 
control at fires, parades, and everything for which they 
are asked to help. 

A new club was formed in Big Bear Lake, California, 
during November. Officers have been elected and meet- 
ings will be held on the 1st and 3rd Sunday of the 
month, at the Justice Court in the Sheriff's Building. 
President is Warren Lemke, 11Q3764. The club, known 
as the Bear Valley CB'ers will monitor 11. They will 
aid travelers in the mountain areas 12 months a year. 
Communications is always a problem in a mountain 
area due to heavy winter snow. This club will be a 
vital link in protecting local and traveling CB'ers. 
Complete cooperation has been offered by the Big Bear 
Sheriffs Dept. who have their own CB units and monitor 
Emergency channel 11. 

The 5 Watt Wizards CB Radio Club of San Bernar- 
dino Valley still monitor 9 through their monitoring 
station. The Shack, as it is called, monitors on week- 
ends from Friday evening to Sunday mid -night. During 
the week, members monitor from their own base rigs 
from 6:00 P.M. to about mid -night. The 5WW's meet 
the 3rd Monday of the month. Information can be had 
by calling KEJ0922 Monitor, Walt Belknap, President, 
KEJ0922 Unit 1, or Jack W. Kinsey, 11Q5345, during 
the evening. Write: P.O. Box 3364, San Bernardino, 
Calif. 

Longview, Texas is the home of the Gregg County 
CB club. This fine new group got off to a good start 
public relations wise when they were called on to pro- 
vide communications for a county wide polio drive. 
This again shows what CB'ers can do when called upon. 

A real swinging, brand new club, South-Lynd Radio 
Club of Lyndhurst, Ohio, is devoted to the betterment 
of operation on the air and with the compliance of FCC 
Part 19. CB is in wide use throughout the area and is 
in need of great improvement. For this reason the 
South-Lynd Radio Club was formed. Membership is 
limited to persons 16 years of age or older and members 
must carry out and promote the ideals of the club. 
Channel 9 is the calling channel and 16 is their emer- 
gency channel. President is Max Schneider, 19Q3298. 

Max Schneider, 19Q3298, president of the South- 
Lynd Radio Club is shown presenting a lifetime member- 
ship card to Mr. and Mrs. Gar Greene, president of 
Browning Laboratories, Inc. 
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Tri -County Citizens Radio Association this month's 
club personality was Ed Wolfgang, KCC0011, who is 
one of the members who really creates interest in the 
club. Ed is a member of the Finance Committee, (ah, 
money) the group which goes out and gets the "goodies" 
they have for prizes at their monthly meetings. 

The North Jersey Chapter of MCEU, State of New 
Jersey Headquarters, will hold its 2nd Annual Past 
President's Dinner, February 9, 1963 at the Clifton 
Casino. Broad and Grove Streets, Clifton, N. J. This 
year the MCEU chapter will honor Governor and Presi- 
dent, Bert Endress, 2W9623, for his tireless and un- 
selfish time which he devotes toward making this past 
year a success. 

The 5 Watters of Lake County Inc., majority voted to 
include The Lake County Emergency Monitoring Service 
as part of the club. Function of the "Service" is to 
help in emergencies and with your help they can be 
successful. 

The Metropolitan Dade Citizens Radio club from deep - 
down in Florida is a organization guided primarily to 
the betterment of CB Radio and to use the service as it 
was intended for. The club is incorporated in the State 
of Florida as a non-profit group. Channel 9 is the 
calling and emergency channel. President of the Metro- 
politan Dade Citizens Radio club is Ed Lander, 7W2247. 

President of the CB Rangers, Frank Gibson, 20Q3527, 
informs us that the club has in the last 6 months helped 
in a manhunt, conducted a Halloween patrol, directed 
traffic during a fire and conducted various drills among 
other things. We would like to see all clubs with the 
purposes of the CB Rangers. We intend to print these 
at a later date. 

"Special Project" of the Illinois Valley Citizen Band- 
era, is to buy, equip, and maintain an Emergency Car 
for the use of all CB'ers in emergency. The club would 
like to build a better organization, promote good com- 
munity relations and to be of real service in the Tri - 
County area. Keep us posted. 

"The C -B Snooper," club paper of the Blair House 
Communicators from Central Jersey area is published 
in the interest of better citizen -band radio communica- 
tions. Editor is Vic Siebold, 2Q4457, 538 Roosevelt Ave., 
Carteret, N. J. Monthly meetings are held on the second 
Tuesday of the month, with President Lou Jakiel, 
2Q1480, presiding. 

The Central Arkansas Citizens Band Radio club of 
Little Rock was organized in April, 1961. Total up-to- 
date membership is at 151 with the club monitoring 
channel 9 and 11. Meetings are held at the Little Rock 
Police and Courts Building, the second Monday of the 
month. The club sponsors Red Cross First Aid courses 
and furnishes Alert Team to help police on special occa- 
sions as Auxiliary Police, and work in cooperation with 
Little Rock CD. President is Tucker Moore, 8W2760. 

Well ... how about this ... from W. Rex Stirling, 
!íM66053, Secretary -Treasurer of the Newfoundland 
Citizens Band club of St. Johns, comes our first Cana- 
dian news on club activities. Let's hear more from the 
Canadian clubs! 

Congratulations to Willie Sipes, KDB1954, on being 
selected "MR. COURTESY" by the Memphis Radio CB 
club. Editor of their club paper is Maury Spiro, 6W3130. 

Where did all those ZUBRZYCKI'S come from. All 
are members of the South -Eastern Pennsylvania Citi- 
zens Radio club. Lets see there's . Al, 3W3960-2; 
Ray, 3W3960-3 and Chet, KCC4044. The club received 
a vote of thanks from CD officials when they took part 
in the mischief night watch -out on Halloween. The 
Delaware County Firemen's Association also lauded the 
club for its service in participating in their Fire School 
activities. 

The Tri-State 11 Meter club of Steubenville. Ohio, 
announces the following are their officers for 1963. 
President, Floyd Guy, 19Q4239; Vice president, Jim 
Ferrington, 19Q4959 : Sec. -Treasurer, Tony Lucas, 19Q- 
8555. The above slate of officers are capable and will 
have to equal the wonderful leadership of the retiring 
president, Ben Will, 19Q1839 and his staff. 

Look what was done by Jack A. Howe, KHA6727 of 
Washington, Ill. with $13.00 worth of lumber, glue, nails 
and plastic covering material. The cabinet contains a 
model 100A Executive with a 320-S Meter also made by 
International, with a M-82 "Black Box" mounted in the 
center. Also o 254-C Turner Stand mike. 

Seth Paull, 1W1717, sends us the newspaper clipping 
of how CB played an important role in the recent fire at 
Hog Island. The Island was reported to the mainland 
by Jeff Field. Jeff radioed over to the Hurricane Bar, 
in Bristol, where Capt. Richard Catalan of the Ports- 
mouth Fire Dept. relayed to his headquarters and within 
minutes a Duck was rolling down Quaker Hill and the 
fire. Good cooperation by all prevented a further loss 
in real estate. 

The Lake Sunapee CB Radio Alert Unit, N. H., helped 
keep the Holloween witches and ghosts at bay. These 
units, while unable to make any arrests, did help re- 
lieve much of the pressure that is placed on Newport's 
small police force. 

The Citizens Band Association of Conn. is ready and 
able to assist any local rescue, police or fire organiza- 
tion and is willing to offer their assistance anywhere 
in the State where it may be required. It would be ap- 
preciated, at this time, that if any such groups that are 
forming within the state call upon them for any help 
for assistance. 

Reprint from the Lycoming CB Radio Club paper- 
"Gentlemen: 

"On behalf of the directors and myself, I would like to 
express our thanks and heartiest congratulations to the 
committee in charge of the float for the unprecedented 
feat which this club accomplished in the South Williamsport 
Mummers' Parade. It was the first time our club ever under- 
took a project of such magnitude in this field, and to come 
up with first prize shows well enough how much effort 
was put into this adventure. We also give our deepest 
thanks to all the non-members which, without their many 
hours of work, none of this would have been possible. 

"In closing, I would like to say this, that the people 
who worked on the Lycoming CB Radio Club's float have 
shown us what really can be accomplished when a group 
of people are willing to work for a club and its high 
ideas. 

Best wishes, 
C. A. Reed 
Chairman of the Board" 

On November 2nd, president, Graig Wooster, 3W4964, 
of the South Jersey Citizens Band Club, was inter- 
viewed on the Red Benson Show on radio station 
WPEN. A topic as big as CB Radio is impossible to 
cover in a 15 minute interview, so many stones were 
left unturned, but he did manage to gain much publicity 
and make a segment of the public aware of the fact that 
they are here and interested in their welfare through 
a desire to cooperate with Civil Defense, toward which 
they have been unsuccessful thus far, even though CB 
is successfully used all over the country. He managed 
also to make a blast at the "CB Clowns," who give the 
band such a bad reputation. 

The tape of this interview will be played at this 
month's meeting for those who were unable to listen 
to the live broadcast. 

INDIVIDUALS AND CLUB MEMBERS!! 
SEND US ITEMS FOR THIS COLUMN! 
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OTJTLOOIK 

Not taking time out for a breather in their 
attempts to clear up CB violations, the FCC 
took the following actions recently. 

Richard C. Samuelson of Portland, Ore., 
was asked to show cause why his license for 
CB station 13W1203 should not be revoked. 
He was charged with ignoring letters from 
the FCC regarding the operation of his sta- 
tion and also for improperly transferring the 
control of his station. 

Alfred L. Kerr, 4W1224, of Elkins, W. Va. 
also got hit with a show cause notice for 
ignoring FCC communications regarding 
transmissions of nonsubstantive messages 
and for working skip. 

Out Colorado way, Francis C. Baxter, 
15Q1314, of Denver received a similar notice 
for the same violations. 

In Houston, Texas, Lloyd D. Phillips, Jr., 
KED0622, was awarded a show cause notice 
for overtime talking and not observing the 
two minute "break." 

Not to show preference to areas other than 
the West Coast, they also mailed a show 
cause notice to Phyllis F. Kaiser, 12W2215, 
of Oakland, Calif. 

Beyond the show cause stage, they ac- 
tually revoked the licenses of R. W. Baugh 
( Baugh Electronics) , 12Q1009, of San 
Carlos, Calif. and A. F. Roberts (A. F. 
Roberts Transport), 3W4560, of Glassboro, 
N. J. Joseph C. Szoka, 11A3249, of Lake- 
wood, Calif. and David Colella, 1A2170 of 
New Haven, Conn. also felt the pain of the 
loss of their license. Lastly, Francis J. Worth- 
ington, 3W3303, of Lansdale, Pa., lost his 
license for off frequency operation. He may, 
however, re -apply for a new license without 
fear of having the former revocation count 
against him. 

by EDWIN FREDERICK, 2W4580 

The Commission directed Johnny Riven - 
bark, 7W2126, of Vero Beach, Florida, to 
show cause why his CB license should not be 
revoked for failing to satisfactorily respond 
to official notice of violation of the rules re- 
garding change of address. 

Also on the receiving end of a show cause 
notice was Michael A. Schwartz, 2Q3878, of 
Croton on Hudson, N. Y. for failure to re- 
spond satisfactorily to an FCC notice con- 
cerning transmissions not directed to a spe- 
cific station or person within the direct 
groundwave coverage area. 

It would seem that the major cause of show 
cause notices and license revocations boils 
down to the fact that the stations ignored, 
or did not satisfactorily respond to, FCC cita- 
tions or other notices. The actual on -the -air 
violation seems to be of secondary impor- 
tance, the FCC seems to get more shook up 
when CB'ers refuse to acknowledge the no- 
tice of violation than when they actually 
monitor the violation. 

Our suggestion is that if you receive a little 
love note from the FCC that you answer it 
pronto. 

Remember the "Small Fines and Forfei- 
tures Law" which we discussed several 
months ago? Well, in case you were wonder- 
ing whatever happened to it, it hasn't been 
filed and forgotten. The Commission is now, 
as they informed your S9 reporter, "busily 
engaged in drafting rules and guidelines" for 
using their new law which gives them the 
right to impose fines of $100 to $500 on 
CB'ers and others who violate FCC rules and 
regulations. They will issue the guidelines "in 
a short while," they said. 

The Commission recently announced the 
appointment of Mr. Curtis B. Plummer to 
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the newly created post of Executive Director. 
Mr. Plummer was formerly the Chief of the 
Safety and Special Radio Services Bureau 
and has, in the past, been very kind in lend- 
ing his support to worthwhile endeavors of 
CB'ers such as "Operation Dollhouse." He 
holds CB license 24W0364, a real pioneer. 

He will have continuing supervision over 
all FCC procedures and administrative mat- 
ters in order to recommend measures to ex- 
pedite and generally improve the administra- 
tion process. 

4303 RIDES AGAIN 
Continued from page 7 

The first International Communications 
Fair has come and gone, and for 5 days 
the New York Coliseum was the scene of 
a considerable amount of CB gear ( not 
considerable enough, unfortunately) and 
CB'ers ( also not considerable enough) . 

Don't get me wrong, the CB gear that 
was there was fine-it's what wasn't there 
that made the difference. Although there 
were promises of lectures and seminars, 
none ever materialized; there were all in- 
dications that the FCC would give ex- 
aminations for Ham tickets, none were 
given; there was supposed to be a "Big 
Broadcast of 1962," and the only broad- 
casting done was by manufacturers 
demonstrating their gear to a sometimes 
interested, although more often indiffer- 
ent, group of spectators. 

The management felt the necessity to 
offer booths to a number of non -communi- 
cations people (a Florida land bonanza 
outfit, an encyclopaedia company, a dic- 
tionary company, a fellow selling some 
kind of malted milk mixer who had a 
sales pitch straight from a carnival mid- 
way, etc.) and these certainly detracted 
from what, by all indications, was to have 
been a dignified communications show. 

Many of the exhibitors expressed dis- 
appointment at the lack of turnout from 
other companies within the industry, and 
perhaps had the promoters of the show 
been able to land a better representation 
from the industry the show would have 
been a little better received by the public. 

If there is a show next year, we cer- 
tainly hope that it receives better support 
from within the industry than it did in its 
first try. 

GALLOPING GHOST 
Continued from page 14 

Main Street. Disorder was rampant. 
Television sets for miles around were work- 

ing earnestly to earn their nickname, `Blow- 
up Tubes." Tubes were blowing up in tradi- 
tional gung-ho fashion, splitting with agony 
they'd never dreamt of what with RF bar- 
reling in like Brady's Thunderbird at the 
Carrol County Car Strippers' Roadrace last 
August. 

Telephone lines from Cedar Falls to In- 
dianapolis resounded with a common theme: 
BrrrrrBOOM! "Roger ZX4XFV. Signal here 
is S9. Over." BrrrrrrrBOOM! 

Talk about a mysterious "Galloping Ghost 
of Cedar Falls" was now rampant. 

Well, as any passable philosopher knows, 
all good things must come to an end, and 
KHB6666 blew a fuse right in the middle 
of a thirteen -way contact resembling a UN 
Security Council meeting. Johnathan scram- 
bled for the cellar to see what had happened ... but already his doom was closing in. 

For at that very moment Charlie Brown 
and his Vigilantes were gathering at the east 
end of Oak Avenue. Turning the corner was 
an FCC monitor truck equipped with rotating 
loop antenna. State Police with sirens wailing 
were speeding towards the Payant residence. 
National Guard reservists were called up for 
for immediate action. Associated Press re- 
porters were streaming into the community. 
KHB6666's time had indeed run out. 

"What'd I tell ya, Ralph?" queried vic- 
torious Brown as he commanded his army, 
hell-bent on 473 Oak Avenue. 

"Lightnin' rods-hmmh!" grumbled Cor- 
poral Cline, who was never too bright in the 
third place either. 

o e o o e 

Well, that's the whole story of the famous 
"Galloping Ghost of Cedar Falls." Johnathan 
Payant's done give up his 'lectrical tinkering, 
leastwise that's what Lem down at the 'lectric 
company told me-he said that Johnathan 
now buildin' some kind of machine for new - 
clear fishin' or somethin' like that. I suppose 
we'll hear from Johnathan again someday. 

C:191 

E.191 
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ALL ABOUT COAX 
Continued from page 10 

Type II cables have less attenuation (signal 
loss) to start with. 

Type II Coax 

RG8A/U 
RG58B/U 
RG58C/U 

Other cables are available that have similar 
low -loss long -life characterists. Bear in mind 
when shopping that on the average, "/U" 
indicates Type I and "A/U" or "B/U" tagging 
clearly steers you along the proper road. 
There are exceptions of course, but as a 
general rule, don't buy "/U". 

WHAT'S THE BEST COAX FOR CB? 

That question is darned near impossible 
to answer. It all depends on your particular 
needs. As a rule, though, you'd do well 
to choose between RG8A/U and either 
RG58B/U or RG58C/U. The latter is the 
more flexible and costs less (about 7¢ a foot), 
but higher losses often rule it out. 

If you're going to be using 50 and 100 foot 
lengths of cable, I'd highly suggest your in- 
vestaging RG8A/U. This is a thicker coax 
and somewhat less flexible (plus costing l4¢ 
a foot), but the losses in large lengths are nil 
compared to other available lines. [a 

fuse might not blow. This could cause con- 
siderable damage to the rig. 

SPEAKER REPAIR 
Is it worth repairing a defective 

speaker in a CB rig? 
H. G. L., Danbury, Conn. 

It depends on the defect. If the problem 
is due to a rubbing voice coil, the speaker 
cannot be repaired. You can tell by gently 
pressing the paper cone with your finger 
for a fraction of an inch. If you feel any 
rubbing, the speaker must be replaced. How- 
ever, a tear in the paper is easily corrected. 
Electronic distributors sell a type of non - 
shrinking glue for the purpose. If it's a small 
rip, glue alone can be used to mend it. For 
punctures, where the edges cannot be 
brought together, make a small paper patch 
and glue it in place. 

ANSWERMAN 
Continued from page 47 

works fine at home but blows fuses 
when I try to operate it in the car. It 
has both AC and 6 -volt power supplies 
built in. What could cause this? 

G. H. J., Seattle, Wash. 

There's a good chance that the rig requires 
a change in fuse when powered from dif- 
ferent sources. In a typical set, operating 
from AC house current, the fuse is usually 
about one ampere. In mobile operation, a 
6 -volt set generally calls for a 12 -amp fuse 
and a 12 -volt unit takes a 6 -amp fuse. Thus, 
take a look at your present fuse; if it's too 
small, replace it with the appropriate value. 
Since it goes into the same holder, secure a 
fuse of the identical physical size. 

It's very important not to operate the rig 
from the AC line while it contains a fuse 
intended for mobile operation. If the circuit 
develops a short, the high -amperage mobile 
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GRS NOTES 
Continued from page 48 

out a points system whereby individual mem- 
bers will be in competition to win the trophy, 
which will be awarded in August, 1963. 
Points will be awarded for public services 
such as helping stranded motorists, spotting 
stolen cars, etc. Each Sunday the club holds 
a hidden transmitter hunt and the winner of 
this will also gain points towards the cup. 

All is not rosy with the points however, as 
points are deducted from the totals if a mem- 
ber misses meetings, breaks club regulations. 

If you're a Newfoundlander and interested 
in joining this organization, contact Rex 
Stirling at 1B Tunis Court, St. John's, New- 
foundland. 

As you can see, activity is certainly on the 
upswing in provinces other than Quebec. 
Possibly the other provinces will catch up- 
although unless you write and tell us about 
what you're doing the world will never know. 
Come on, don't be shy. We welcome Cana- 
dian items from both individual GRS users 
and members of GRS clubs. 

the citizens band /ournal 

Subscribe! 

Subscribe! 

Subscribe! 

Watch for next month's big issue 
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ANTENNAS 
Continued from page 46 

operates as a reflector on each of the CB 
channels and will provide a good front -to - 
back ratio up to channel 23. 

The dimensions indicate that such an an- 
tenna is quite large and it must be well 
mounted. It can be mounted horizontally or 
vertically. From the standpoint of interfer- 
ence rejection and communications with 
mobile units, the vertical mounting is to be 
preferred. In general, there is a lower angle 
of radiation and possibly fewer skip prob- 
lems. 

DIRECTORS 

A two -element beam can also be made by 
using a parasitic director as shown in Fig. 5. 
In this case the element is made shorter than 
the driven element into the desired direction. 
In so doing, the forward lobe is again in- 
creased while the back lobe is decreased. 
Typical dimensions in terms of wavelength 
are also given in Fig. 5. 

IX 

Max. Gain 44X 
Max. FB .42X 

Director 

1 

Line 

.46X 

Driven Element 

Fig. 5 Parasitic Director 

, 
, 
, 

, 
, 

The actual dimensions for a dipole -director 
combination for operation on all the citizen 
band channels is given in Fig. 6. The driven 
element is again cut for channel 9 while the 
director is cut for the highest frequency (22 
or 23) . In so doing you can be certain that 
the director will operate as a director on all 
of the citizens band channels down to chan- 
nel 1. An advantage of a director is its shorter 
length as compared to a reflector. Further- 
more it can be positioned nearer to the driven 
element. Notice that the separation between 
the dipole and director is 0.1 A.. 

r 190" 

44' 

i. 200" 

Fig. 6 All -Channel CB Dipole and Director 

It is apparent that directional antennas for 
CB operation are rather large structures. 
Hence % inch and preferably larger tubing 
is preferred. The crossarm can be either wood 
or tubing. A strong outdoor bakelite insulator 
can be used between the two sections of the 
driven element. 

Beam antennas can be made from good 
quality antenna wire or thin tubing and sus- 
pended between attic rafters. Commendable 
results can be obtained from a suburban or 
rural attic -mounted beam when reliable com- 
munications is to be established between 
fixed locations. More on this subject will 
come in a later column. 

Higher gain and better front -to -back ratio 
can be obtained by using both a reflector and 
director or, a reflector and several directors. 

REVISION 
The director dimension given in last 

months column for a simple coaxial vertical 
and director can be shortened for better 
performance. To improve that front -to -back 
ratio, cut the director length down to 62-64 
inches. 

UNBELIEVABLE!!! 
FOR $14.95... 

You can have a fully transistorized clipper, 
compressor and preamplifier which out- 
performs units costing up to $45.00. How? 
We've designed a kit version of our now - 
famous SE -101, "AUDIO RAM". In a few 
short hours, you can construct and connect 
the "RAM" for colossal talk -power! Rock 
crushing performance! 

SE -101 K 

$14.95 
You must be satisfied. The leader, STONER 
ELECTRONICS, offers a money -back guar- 
antee. Service - you said it! Not 90 days 
or a year but five (5) years from the 
date of purchase. Like we said, it's un- 
believable ! ! ! 

STONER ELECTRONICS 

Box 7388 Alta Lomo. Californio 

Write for free instruction manual and data sheets 
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CB SHOP 
Rotes for CB SHOP ore 104 per word for 

advertising which, in our opinion, is obviously 
of a non-commercial nature. A charge of 254 
per word is made to all commercial advertisers 
or business organizations. A 5% discount is in 
effect for an advance insertion order for six 
consecutive months. 

We do not bill for advertising in CB SHOP. 
Full remittance must accompany all orders and 
orders sent in otherwise will not be run or 
acknowledged. 

Closing date is the 15th of the 2nd month 
preceding date of publication. 

We reserve the right to reject advertising 
which we feel is not suitable. 

Because the advertisers and equipment con- 
tained in the CB SHOP have not been investi- 
gated, the publishers of S9 cannot vouch for 
the merchandise or services listed therein. 

CB REPAIRS-CALIBRATION, reasonable prices, 
FCC licensed technicians. ELECTRONIC SPE- 
CIALTIES, Box 13, East Patchogue, N. Y. ATlantic 
6-9467. 

Combination CB/Broadcast band Walkie-Talkies. 
Like new. Condition guaranteed. Original pair cost 
$125.00. Write for information: Ros Stovall, 3735 
Marrison, Indianapolis 5, Indiana. 

CREATIVE CBL CARDS-Free, new catalog and 
samples. Personal attention given. Wilkins Creative 
Printing, P.O. Box 1064-9, Atascadero, California. 

C. FRITZ CBL's-Rainbo calls, state maps. Samples 
25¢ (deductible). Box 1684, Scottsdale, Arizona. 

CB QSL cards. Samples free. Paul, 7701 Tisdale, 
Austin, Texas. 

NEW for 1963 - Speech clipper -kit complete 
$17.85! New Dual Conversion adapter kit in 
easy -do form. Hear only the channel you tune. 
Enjoy better selectivity, greater sensitivity. All parts, 
schematic, pictorial complete. HE -15, A, B; TR - 
800, 910, B; etc. HE -20, A, B, C; Mark VII; 770, 
1, 2; Messenger; GW-10 etc. Order Now! Specify 
exact model. All Duals now $15.50 ea., with tubes 
$17.50, or $5.00 deposit plus C.O.D. Free litera- 
ture, Dept. "9," Bainbridge Radio Electronics, 2839 
Briggs Avenue, New York 58, N. Y. 

CB QSL CARDS -100 two color $3.00 postpaid, 
samples 10¢. Rusprint, Box 7507, Kansas City 16, 
Missouri. 

$10 DOWN DELIVERS your CB equipment with 
12 to 24 months to pay balance. This month's 
specials ... RG8/U coaxial cable only 7¢ per foot 
( FOB New York) ... also, any CB transmit or 
receive crystal, for any type of CB transceiver .. . 

$2 each. Include 25¢ additional with order for 
postage and handling of crystal. House of Sound, 
2119 Starling Avenue, New York 62, N. Y. 

CB QSL CARDS, 2 color, glossy, 100 for $2.50, 
samples dime. Ramsbottom Printing, Box 237A, 
Kirksville, Missouri. 
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CB-QSL's over 100 designs, samples 100. Roger 
KOAAB, 961 Arcade, St. Paul 6, Minn. 

WALKIE-TALKIE RADIOS; CITIZEN BAND 
EQUIP.; INTERCOMS; RADIO-TV PARTS- 
FREE CATALOGUE-ALLEN ELECTRONICS, 
41-42A MAIN, FLUSHING 55, NEW YORK. 

CB transmitters $5.99. Other bargains, send 10¢ 
for list. Vanguard, 190 -48 -99th Ave., Hollis 23, 
N. Y. 

THEFT WARNING DECALS-Protects mobile 
equipment against theft, tampering, unauthorized 
use. Package (four) Shield shaped-Weatherproof 
Decals $2.00. KEJ0990, Box 383, Arcadia, Cali- 
fornia. 

FCC WARNING DECAL AGAINST UNAUTH- 
ORIZED USE, 2 x 3 (MOBILE) 35¢ 4/1.00, 3 x 4 
(BASE) 65ç 2/1.00. CB Box 457, Encino, Cali- 
fornia. 

CB QSL CARDS. New, cute designs. Three-day 
service. Low as $1.50 for 100. Free Samples. M. 
Hellwig, Box 425, Lake Wales, Florida. 

CB QSL CARDS ... samples FREE ... Will also 
print special cards from your illustration. FCC 
Warning Decals, Canadian DOT Warning decals. 
Lee Products, 2775 East 12th St., Brooklyn 35, 
N. Y. 

BUSINESS CARDS for your club or EYE BALL 
QSL. $5.00 for 1,000. Ralph Gerber, Rt. 2, Box 
252-H, Texarkana, Texas. 

14 RADIO HANDBOOKS -50e each. Catalog. 
Laboratories, 1131-(S-9) Valota, Redwood City, 
California. 

QSL CARDS -45 DESIGNS especially for CB'ers. 
2 colors on glossy stock. FREE Brochure. Woody 
Advertising Service, 2611 Shenandoah Ave., St. 
Louis 4, Mo. 

MODULATION BOOSTER-It's new! It's terrific! 
As much as doubles your transmit and receive range 
with no violation of FCC power requirements. Com- 
pact, easy to install, with instructions. Net $14.95. 
Dealers write too. ROKO Products, Inc., Box 3766, 
Baltimore 17, Maryland. 

ANTENNA SWITCH-Operate one CB on two 
Antennas or two CB on one antenna. Attractive 
stainless steel, Takes PL -259 plugs. Net $7.95. 
ROKO Products, Inc., Box 3766, Baltimore 17, 
Maryland. 

"Audio -Aid -All" Clipper -Filter kit, fits any trans- 
ceiver, boosts modulation, $10.99 complete. 29" 
HY-Gain Omni -Topper, $10.97; Colinear, $29.97. 
DP -2 BC/CB Antenna Coupler -Duplexer kit, $4.99. 
Postpaid! Free kit list. HOLSTROM ASSOCIATES, 
Box 8640-S, Sacramento 22, California. 

HEAR THE WORLD! The Hammarlund HQ -170, 
17 tube triple conversion receiver, with clock is for 
sale. It is in A-1 condition just 3 months new. This 
superhet. receiver lists for $369; I will accept $250. 
Write: Dan Parnes, 184 Huntington Terrace, 
Newark 12, New Jersey. 

STOP MOBILE NOISE!-Effective Twin -Noise - 
Squelch signal filter! Easy to build! Detailed step- 
by-step instructions, $1.00. FRANKEL, Box A-143, 
Wantagh, New York. 

HUNDRED QSL's: 80¢. Samples, dime. Mein- 
inger, Jesup, Iowa. 

ELECTRONICS COURSE only $14.95. Includes 
all tubes, parts, tools, instructions. Write for full 
information. Progressive "EDU-KITS" Inc., Dept. 
501 CM, Hewlett, New York. 

CB QSL CARDS-CALL LETTER D-CALS-all 
thick glossy cards. Many colors. Samples 25e (re- 
funded), Dick, 19QA0625/W8VXK 1996 "S" N. 
M-18, Gladwin, Mich. 

Heathkit owners! Double reception! SK -4 Prese - 
lector mounts inside GW-12. SK -3 Preselector in- 
conspicuously mounts outside GW-10, GW-11. 
Either kit, $8.99; wired, $11.99. All postpaid. 
Free kit list. HOLSTROM ASSOCIATES, P.O. 
Box 8640-S, Sacramento 22, California. 

IMPROVE GW-10 PERFORMANCE! -Better 
transmission, reception! Reduce mobile noise! In- 
structions $1.00, postpaid. FRANKEL, Box A-143, 
Wantagh, New York. 

CB QSL cards ... send for FREE brochure. Frank 
B. Mathews Printing & Advertising, 1616 Rural 
Street, Rockford, Illinois. 

CB QSL card. Samples 10¢-MALGO PRESS, Box 
375-Toledo 1, Ohio. 

NEED CB QSL CARDS? 25¢ brings samples, 
prices and 50¢ coupon. Redbird Printers, Freedom, 
Indiana. 

CB-QSL Cards - Brownie - W3CJI /3W1974 - 
3110-D Lehigh, Allentown, Pa. Catalogue with 
samples 25g. 

CB - Eliminate 2nd antenna bleed -off! OZCO 
"1-10'er" CB -AM antenna coupler permits CB 
operation and broadcast reception from one CB 
mobile antenna, even at the same time! Compact, 
Guaranteed unsurpassed. Easily installed. Only 
$5.95 each, postpaid. OZCO ELECTRONICS, 
Canaan, Connecticut. 

CB, QSL, SWL Cards that are different. Quality 
Card Stock. Samples 10¢ Home Print, 2416 Elmo, 
Hamilton, Ohio. 

GLOSSY 3 -color QSL cards 100 - $4.50. Free 
samples. Rutgers Vari -Typing Service, 7 Fairfield 
Road, Somerset, New Jersey. 

FREE SAMPLES-CB QSL CARDS. $2.50 per 
100 in 3 colors, POSTPAID. Garth Printing Com- 
pany, Box 51 S, Jutland, New Jersey. 

CB QSL cards ... samples free ... Will also print 
special cards from your illustration. Fast service. 
BOGIN PRINTING, 2775 East 12th Street, Brook- 
lyn 35, New York. 
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Kee i 

VERTI»POLE 
NEW MODEST -PRICED 

1/2 WAVE 
VERTICAL ANTENNA 

Now... a high performance 1 wave length vertical antenna at a real budget 
price. Engineered and proven, through exhaustive tests, to out -perform any 
standard ground plane antenna. Designed for easy attachment to masts with 
diameters up to 1% inches, the Verti -Pole features: 

Full Omni -directional pattern 
2db gain in measured field strength intensity 
Voltage feeding through a 1/4 wave length shorted matching stub - elimin- 
ates the need for loose matching transformers and coils 
Matching device places antenna at DC ground potential ... substantially 
lowering residual noise level in receive function resulting in actual operat- 
ing gain of up to 10db 
VSWR: 1.5-1 over entire CB band 
Rugged, heavy-duty all aluminum construction with overall height of 17 ft. 

Construction that complies with F.C.C. regulations 
Irridite treated base assembly for lasting durability 
Delivery as a complete unit-including mounting clamp and hardware - 
ready to install 

If you are looking for a real bargain in a high performance base station 
antenna-one that will equal or surpass the performance of other ex- 
tended vertical antennas-you want a Verti -Pole at only 
$33.25 List. 

FOR GREATEST POSSIBLE RANGE.. 

The 
EXCLUSIVE GOLDEN COLINEAR 
If you want the very finest in a base station antenna, see Hy -Gain's exclusive 
Golden Colinear... designed to double the effective radiated power of any 
CB transceiver in not only one direction, but in all directions. The Golden 
Colinear delivers 3.4db of omni-directional gain in measured field strength 
intensity (the only gain measurement method that relates to both the transmit 
and receive functions). In receive function, the Golden Colinear will develop 
up to 20 db of gain through a vastly improved signal to noise ratio. The 
radiating element is at DC ground potential which lowers the noise level 
substantially by eliminating static build-ups. Ruggedly constructed to meet 
rigid commercial specifications, the irridite treated Golden Colinear will 
survive winds of 100 MPH with 1 inch radial ice load. Truly the world's most 
outstanding CB Base Station antenna at $93.00 List. 
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THE 
ALL NEW 

a n MNI-TOPP 
THE CHOICE OF THE PROFESSIONALS 

Here's the newest member of the famous family of Hy -Gain "Toppers." The 
revolutionary, new Omni -Topper... specifically designed to take full advantage 
of every factor involved in attaining maximum efficiency from C.B. equipment. 
Featuring: 

Perfect omni-directional pattern. 
Efficient Hy -Gain top loading design which effectively shortens antenna 
while leaving current section of the antenna (which does 78% of radiating) 
near its full length 
Center roof mounting assures superior current distribution 
Perfect 50 ohm load allows optimum transfer of energy without the use of 
lossy matching devices 
Scant 29 inch overall height insures convenient motoring 
Miniature heavy-duty spring at base allows antenna to be tied down for 
low garaging 
Feed line attaches internally to exclusive Hy -Gain base mount-no separate 
connector required 
Easy installation-largest hole required is 1/4 inch-full access to outside 
surface 

All in all, the Omni-ToPPer represents a major break -through in advanced design 
of quality Citizens Band antennas. For appearance, performance and reliability, 
it is truly the Professional's choice at only $19.95 List. 

ER 

ANOTHER HY-GAIN FIRST... UNIVERSAL 

STATIC ARRESTOR 
Scientifically designed to place any ungrounded 27 megacycle antenna at DC 
ground potential. Positively bleeds off static build-ups and reduces noise in the 
receiver by some 10 to 20 d b . Offers lightning protection. Highly effective on 
all types of Mobile Antennas as well as all common types of Base Station 
Antennas such as r/a wave length Ground Planes, Coaxial Antennas, Split 
Dipole Beams, Coaxial Beams and Colinears. Exclusively Hy -Gain and only 
$2.75 List. 

See the complete line of Hy -Gain mobile and base station antennas 
plus body mounts and accessories at your favorite C.B. supplier's or, 
write for full descriptive literature. 

i a M ANTENNA PRODUCTS 
8460 N.E. Highway 6, Lincoln, Nebraska 
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Announcing The rugged 

VS2 
6EMEQAL QADIOTELEDUONE tOMDANY 
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itt1.131tt 11.51 /C. I1ultulet1t1T3: 
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a311FECT11t1 II 1. S. A. 

SQUELCH OHOFFVOL 

First vibration resistant, 
two-way radio. 

Your dealer or write: 

General Radiotelephone, already known and respected as quality 
leaders in the communications field, again prove themselves 
"years ahead in craftsmanship" in bringing you this compact 
two-way radio unit which has proven itself sturdy enough for 
outdoor use on all types of industrial and agricultural vehicles. 
VS 2 offers these special features at no extra cost: 
1. Transistorized power with automatic short circuit protection. 
2. Electronic switching-eliminates relay problems. 
3. Microphone with coil cord and moisture proof cartridge. 
4. Triple plated chassis-Copper, Cadmium and Gold Iridite. 
5. Rugged black Vinyl cabinet finish. 
6. Etched aluminum panel. 
7. Designed especially for rough and tough service operation. 
Net price including microphone, crystals for one channel and 
115 volt power cord...only $139.95. 
General's VS 2, because of its Vibration Rated Service, will 
meet every outdoor requirement and can be used with utmost 
confidence on jeeps, tractors, fork lifts or on any type equipment 
needing rugged dependability. 

GENERAL RADIOTELEPHONE COMPANY 
Dept. S92, 3501 Burbank Boulevard, Burbank, California 

300 Wed 43rd 51r..1 
Now York 36, N.Y. 

Controlled Circulation Postage Paid at New York, N. Y. 
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